Introduction {#s1}
============

Two-stage learning has been described in a variety of different contexts and neural circuits. During hippocampal memory consolidation, recent memories, that are dependent on the hippocampus, are transferred to the neocortex for long-term storage ([@bib12]). Similarly, the rat motor cortex provides essential input to sub-cortical circuits during skill learning, but then becomes dispensable for executing certain skills ([@bib22]). A paradigmatic example of two-stage learning occurs in songbirds learning their courtship songs ([@bib2]; [@bib37]; [@bib39]). Zebra finches, commonly used in birdsong research, learn their song from their fathers as juveniles, and keep the same song for life ([@bib20]).

The birdsong circuit has been extensively studied; see [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} for an outline. Area HVC is a timebase circuit, with projection neurons that fire sparse spike bursts in precise synchrony with the song ([@bib15]; [@bib26]; [@bib30]). A population of neurons from HVC projects to the robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA), a pre-motor area, which then projects to motor neurons controlling respiratory and syringeal muscles ([@bib25]; [@bib32]; [@bib40]). A second input to RA comes from the lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium (LMAN). Unlike HVC and RA activity patterns, LMAN spiking is highly variable across different renditions of the song ([@bib21]; [@bib41]). LMAN is the output of the anterior forebrain pathway, a circuit involving the song-specialized basal ganglia ([@bib29]).10.7554/eLife.20944.002Figure 1.Relation between the song system in zebra finches and our model.(**A**) Diagram of the major brain regions involved in birdsong. (**B**) Conceptual model inspired by the birdsong system. The line from output to tutor is dashed because the reinforcement signal can reach the tutor either directly or, as in songbirds, indirectly. (**C**) Plasticity rule measured in bird RA (measurement done in slice). When an HVC burst leads an LMAN burst by about $100{ms}$, the HVC--RA synapse is strengthened, while coincident firing leads to suppression. Figure adapted from [@bib27]. (**D**) Plasticity rule in our model that mimics the [@bib27] rule.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.002](10.7554/eLife.20944.002)

Because of the variability in its activity patterns, it was thought that LMAN's role was simply to inject variability into the song ([@bib41]). The resulting vocal experimentation would enable reinforcement-based learning. For this reason, prior models tended to treat LMAN as a pure Poisson noise generator, and assume that a reward signal is received directly in RA ([@bib10]). More recent evidence, however, suggests that the reward signal reaches Area X, the song-specialized basal ganglia, rather than RA ([@bib13]; [@bib19]; [@bib24]). Taken together with the fact that LMAN firing patterns are not uniformly random, but rather contain a corrective bias guiding plasticity in RA ([@bib2]; [@bib39]), this suggests that we should rethink our models of song acquisition.

Here we build a general model of two-stage learning where one neural circuit 'tutors' another. We develop a formalism for determining how the teaching signal should be adapted to a specific plasticity rule, to best instruct a student circuit to improve its performance at each learning step. We develop analytical results in a rate-based model, and show through simulations that the general findings carry over to realistic spiking neurons. Applied to the vocal control circuit of songbirds, our model reproduces the observed changes in the spiking statistics of RA neurons as juvenile birds learn their song. Our framework also predicts how the LMAN signal should be adapted to properties of RA synapses. This prediction can be tested in future experiments.

Our approach separates the mechanistic question of *how* learning is implemented from what the resulting learning rules are. We nevertheless demonstrate that a simple reinforcement learning algorithm suffices to implement the learning rule we propose. Our framework makes general predictions for how instructive signals are matched to plasticity rules whenever information is transferred between different brain regions.

Results {#s2}
=======

Model {#s2-1}
-----

We considered a model for information transfer that is composed of three sub-circuits: a conductor, a student, and a tutor (see [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The conductor provides input to the student in the form of temporally precise patterns. The goal of learning is for the student to convert this input to a predefined output pattern. The tutor provides a signal that guides plasticity at the conductor--student synapses. For simplicity, we assumed that the conductor always presents the input patterns in the same order, and without repetitions. This allowed us to use the time $t$ to label input patterns, making it easier to analyze the on-line learning rules that we studied. This model of learning is based on the logic implemented by the vocal circuits of the songbird ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Relating this to the songbird, the conductor is HVC, the student is RA, and the tutor is LMAN. The song can be viewed as a mapping between clock-like HVC activity patterns and muscle-related RA outputs. The goal of learning is to find a mapping that reproduces the tutor song.

Birdsong provides interesting insights into the role of variability in tutor signals. If we focus solely on information transfer, the tutor output need not be variable; it can deterministically provide the best instructive signal to guide the student. This, however, would require the tutor to have a detailed model of the student. More realistically, the tutor might only have access to a scalar representation of how successful the student rendition of the desired output is, perhaps in the form of a reward signal. A tutor in this case has to solve the so-called 'credit assignment problem'---it needs to identify which student neurons are responsible for the reward. A standard way to achieve this is to inject variability in the student output and reinforce the firing of neurons that precede reward (see for example ([@bib10]) in the birdsong context). Thus, in our model, the tutor has a dual role of providing both an instructive signal and variability, as in birdsong.

We described the output of our model using a vector $y_{a}{(t)}$ where $a$ indexed the various output channels ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In the context of motor control $a$ might index the muscle to be controlled, or, more abstractly, different features of the motor output, such as pitch and amplitude in the case of birdsong. The output $y_{a}{(t)}$ was a function of the activity of the student neurons $s_{j}{(t)}$. The student neurons were in turn driven by the activity of the conductor neurons $c_{i}{(t)}$. The student also received tutor signals to guide plasticity; in the songbird, the guiding signals for each RA neuron come from several LMAN neurons ([@bib4]; [@bib14]; [@bib18]). In our model, we summarized the net input from the tutor to the $j$th student neuron as a single function $g_{j}{(t)}$.10.7554/eLife.20944.003Figure 2.Schematic representation of our rate-based model.(**A**) Conductor neurons fire precisely-timed bursts, similar to HVC neurons in songbirds. Conductor and tutor activities, $c{(t)}$ and $g{(t)}$, provide excitation to student neurons, which integrate these inputs and respond linearly, with activity $s{(t)}$. Student neurons also receive a constant inhibitory input, $x_{\text{inh}}$. The output neurons linearly combine the activities from groups of student neurons using weights $M_{aj}$. The linearity assumptions were made for mathematical convenience but are not essential for our qualitative results (see Appendix). (**B**). The conductor--student synaptic weights $W_{ij}$ are updated based on a plasticity rule that depends on two parameters, $\alpha$ and $\beta$, and two timescales, $\tau_{1}$ and $\tau_{2}$ (see [Equation (1)](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Materials and methods). The tutor signal enters this rule as a deviation from a constant threshold $\theta$. The figure shows how synaptic weights change ($\Delta W$) for a student neuron that receives a tutor burst and a conductor burst separated by a short lag. Two different choices of plasticity parameters are illustrated in the case when the threshold $\theta = 0$. (**C**) The amount of mismatch between the system's output and the target output is quantified using a loss (error) function. The figure sketches the loss landscape obtained by varying the synaptic weights $W_{ij}$ and calculating the loss function in each case (only two of the weight axes are shown). The blue dot shows the lowest value of the loss function, corresponding to the best match between the motor output and the target, while the orange dot shows the starting point. The dashed line shows how learning would proceed in a gradient descent approach, where the weights change in the direction of steepest descent in the loss landscape.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.003](10.7554/eLife.20944.003)

We started with a rate-based implementation of the model ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) that was analytically tractable but averaged over tutor variability. We further took the neurons to be in a linear operating regime ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) away from the threshold and saturation present in real neurons. We then relaxed these conditions and tested our results in spiking networks with initial parameters selected to imitate measured firing patterns in juvenile birds prior to song learning. The student circuit in both the rate-based and spiking models included a global inhibitory signal that helped to suppress excess activity driven by ongoing conductor and tutor input. Such recurrent inhibition is present in area RA of the bird ([@bib33]). In the spiking model we implemented the suppression as an activity-dependent inhibition, while for the analytic calculations we used a constant negative bias for the student neurons.

Learning in a rate-based model {#s2-2}
------------------------------

Learning in our model was enabled by plasticity at the conductor--student synapses that was modulated by signals from tutor neurons ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Many different forms of such hetero-synaptic plasticity have been observed. For example, in rate-based synaptic plasticity high tutor firing rates lead to synaptic potentiation and low tutor firing rates lead to depression ([@bib6]; [@bib5]). In timing-dependent rules, such as the one recently measured by [@bib27] in slices of zebra finch RA (see [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the relative arrival times of spike bursts from different input pathways set the sign of synaptic change. To model learning that lies between these rate and timing-based extremes, we introduced a class of plasticity rules governed by two parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ (see also Materials and methods and [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}):$$\begin{matrix}
\frac{dW_{ij}}{dt} & {= \eta{\overset{\sim}{c}}_{i}(t)(g_{j}(t) - \theta)\,,} & \\
{{\overset{\sim}{c}}_{i}(t)} & {= \int_{0}^{t}dt^{\prime}c_{i}(t^{\prime})\,\left\lbrack {\frac{\alpha}{\tau_{1}}e^{- (t - t^{\prime})/\tau_{1}} - \frac{\beta}{\tau_{2}}e^{- (t - t^{\prime})/\tau_{2}}} \right\rbrack,} & \\
\end{matrix}$$

where $W_{ij}$ is the weight of the synapse from the $i$th conductor to the $j$th student neuron, $\eta$ is a learning rate, $\theta$ is a threshold on the firing rate of tutor neurons, and $\tau_{1}$ and $\tau_{2}$ are timescales associated with the plasticity. This is similar to an STDP rule, except that the dependence on postsynaptic activity was replaced by dependence on the input from the tutor. Thus plasticity acts heterosynaptically, with activation of the tutor--student synapse controlling the change in the conductor--student synaptic weight. The timescales $\tau_{1}$ and $\tau_{2}$, as well as the coefficients $\alpha$ and $\beta$, can be thought of as effective parameters describing the plasticity observed in student neurons. As such, they do not necessarily have a simple correspondence in terms of the biochemistry of the plasticity mechanism, and the framework we describe here is not specifically tied to such an interpretation.

If we set $\alpha$ or $\beta$ to zero in our rule, [Equation (1)](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the sign of the synaptic change is determined solely by the firing rate of the tutor $g_{j}{(t)}$ as compared to a threshold, reproducing the rate rules observed in experiments. When ${\alpha/\beta} \approx 1$, if the conductor leads the tutor, potentiation occurs, while coincident signals lead to depression ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which mimics the empirical findings from [@bib27]. For general $\alpha$ and $\beta$, the sign of plasticity is controlled by both the firing rate of the tutor relative to the baseline, and by the relative timing of tutor and conductor. The overall scale of the parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ can be absorbed into the learning rate $\eta$ and so we set ${\alpha - \beta} = 1$ in all our simulations without loss of generality (see Materials and methods). Note that if $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are both large, it can be that ${\alpha - \beta} = 1$ and ${\alpha/\beta} \approx 1$ also, as needed to realize the [@bib27] curve.

We can ask how the conductor--student weights $W_{ij}$ ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) should change in order to best improve the output $y_{a}{(t)}$. We first need a loss function $L$ that quantifies the distance between the current output $y_{a}{(t)}$ and the target ${\overline{y}}_{a}{(t)}$ ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We used a quadratic loss function, but other choices can also be incorporated into our framework (see Appendix). Learning should change the synaptic weights so that the loss function is minimized, leading to a good rendition of the targeted output. This can be achieved by changing the synaptic weights in the direction of steepest descent of the loss function ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

We used the synaptic plasticity rule from [Equation (1)](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to calculate the overall change of the weights, $\Delta W_{ij}$, over the course of the motor program. This is a function of the time course of the tutor signal, $g_{j}{(t)}$. Not every choice for the tutor signal leads to motor output changes that best improve the match to the target. Imposing the condition that these changes follow the gradient descent procedure described above, we derived the tutor signal that was best matched to the student plasticity rule (detailed derivation in Materials and methods). The result is that the best tutor for driving gradient descent learning must keep track of the motor error$${\epsilon_{j}{(t)}} = {\sum\limits_{a}{M_{aj}{({{y_{a}{(t)}} - {{\overline{y}}_{a}{(t)}}})}}}$$

integrated over the recent past$$g_{j}(t) = \theta - \frac{\zeta}{\alpha - \beta}\frac{1}{\tau_{\text{tutor}}}\int_{0}^{t}\epsilon_{j}(t^{\prime})e^{- (t - t^{\prime})/\tau_{\text{tutor}}}\, dt^{\prime}\,,$$

where $M_{aj}$ are the weights describing the linear relationship between student activities and motor outputs ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and $\zeta$ is a learning rate. Moreover, for effective learning, the parameter $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$ appearing in [Equation (3)](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which quantifies the timescale on which error information is integrated into the tutor signal, should be related to the synaptic plasticity parameters according to$$\begin{matrix}
\tau_{\text{tutor}} & {= \tau_{\text{tutor}}^{\ast}\,,\quad\text{where}} \\
\tau_{\text{tutor}}^{\ast} & {\equiv \frac{\alpha\tau_{1} - \beta\tau_{2}}{\alpha - \beta}} \\
\end{matrix}$$

is the optimal timescale for the error integration.

In short, motor learning with a heterosynaptic plasticity rule requires convolving the motor error with a kernel whose timescale is related to the structure of the plasticity rule, but is otherwise independent of the motor program. As explained in more detail in Materials and methods, this result is derived in an approximation that assumes that the tutor signal does not vary significantly over timescales of the order of the student timescales $\tau_{1}$ and $\tau_{2}$. Given [Equation (4)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, this implies that we are assuming $\tau_{\text{tutor}} \gg \tau_{1,2}$. This is a reasonable approximation because variations in the tutor signal that are much faster than the student timescales $\tau_{1,2}$ have little effect on learning since the plasticity rule (1) blurs conductor inputs over these timescales.

Matched *vs.* unmatched learning {#s2-3}
--------------------------------

Our rate-based model predicts that when the timescale on which error information is integrated into the tutor signal ($\tau_{\text{tutor}}$) is matched to the student plasticity rule as described above, learning will proceed efficiently. A mismatched tutor should slow or disrupt convergence to the desired output. To test this, we numerically simulated the birdsong circuit using the linear model from [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} with a motor output $y_{a}$ filtered to more realistically reflect muscle response times (see Materials and methods). We selected plasticity rules as described in [Equation (1)](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and picked a target output pattern to learn. The target was chosen to resemble recordings of air-sac pressure from singing zebra finches in terms of smoothness and characteristic timescales ([@bib38]), but was otherwise arbitrary. In our simulations, the output typically involved two different channels, each with its own target, but for brevity, in figures we typically showed the output from only one of these.

For our analytical calculations, we made a series of assumptions and approximations meant to enhance tractability, such as linearity of the model and a focus on the regime $\tau_{\text{tutor}} \gg \tau_{1,2}$. These constraints can be lifted in our simulations, and indeed below we test our numerical model in regimes that go beyond the approximations made in our derivation. In many cases, we found that the basic findings regarding tutor--student matching from our analytical model remain true even when some of the assumptions we used to derive it no longer hold.

We tested tutors that were matched or mismatched to the plasticity rule to see how effectively they instructed the student. [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and online [Video 1](#media1){ref-type="other"} show convergence with a matched tutor when the sign of plasticity is determined by the tutor's firing rate. We see that the student output rapidly converged to the target. [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and online [Video 2](#media2){ref-type="other"} show convergence with a matched tutor when the sign of plasticity is largely determined by the relative timing of the tutor signal and the student output. We see again that the student converged steadily to the desired output, but at a somewhat slower rate than in [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.10.7554/eLife.20944.004Figure 3.Learning with matched or mismatched tutors in rate-based simulations.(**A**) Error trace showing how the average motor error evolved with the number of repetitions of the motor program for a rate-based ($\alpha = 0$) plasticity rule paired with a matching tutor. (See online [Video 1](#media1){ref-type="other"}). (**B**) The error trace and final motor output shown for a timing-based learning rule matched by a tutor with a long integration timescale. (See online [Video 2](#media2){ref-type="other"}.) In both **A** and **B** the inset shows the final motor output for one of the two output channels (thick orange line) compared to the target output for that channel (dotted black line). The output on the first rendition and at two other stages of learning indicated by orange arrows on the error trace are also shown as thin orange lines. (**C**) Effects of mismatch between student and tutor on reproduction accuracy. The heatmap shows the final reproduction error of the motor output after 1000 learning cycles in a rate-based simulation where a student with parameters $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\tau_{1}$, and $\tau_{2}$ was paired with a tutor with memory timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$. On the $y$ axis, $\tau_{1}$ and $\tau_{2}$ were kept fixed at $80{ms}$ and $40{ms}$, respectively, while $\alpha$ and $\beta$ were varied (subject to the constraint ${\alpha - \beta} = 1$; see text). Different choices of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ lead to different optimal timescales $\tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*}$ according to [Equation (4)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The diagonal elements correspond to matched tutor and student, $\tau_{\text{tutor}} = \tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*}$. Note that the color scale is logarithmic. (**D**) Error evolution curves as a function of the mismatch between student and tutor. Each plot shows how the error in the motor program changed during 1000 learning cycles for the same conditions as those shown in the heatmap. The region shaded in light pink shows simulations where the mismatch between student and tutor led to a deteriorating instead of improving performance during learning.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.004](10.7554/eLife.20944.004)Video 1.Evolution of motor output during learning in a rate-based simulation using a rate-based ($\alpha = 0$) plasticity rule paired with a matching tutor.This video relates to [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.005](10.7554/eLife.20944.005)10.7554/eLife.20944.005Video 2.Evolution of motor output during learning in a rate-based simulation using a timing-based ($\alpha \approx \beta$) plasticity rule paired with a matching tutor.This video relates to [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.006](10.7554/eLife.20944.006)10.7554/eLife.20944.006

To test the effects of mismatch between tutor and student, we used tutors with timescales that did not match [Equation (4)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}. All student plasticity rules had the same effective time constants $\tau_{1}$ and $\tau_{2}$, but different parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ (see [Equation 1](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), subject to the constraint ${\alpha - \beta} = 1$ described in the previous section. Different tutors had different memory time scales $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$ ([Equation 3](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). [Figure 3C and D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate that learning was more rapid for well-matched tutor-student pairs (the diagonal neighborhood, where $\tau_{\text{tutor}} \approx \tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*}$). When the tutor error integration timescale was shorter than the matched value in [Equation (4)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $\tau_{\text{tutor}}\  < \ \tau_{\text{tutor}}^{\ast}$, learning was often completely disrupted (many pairs below the diagonal in [Figure 3C and D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). When the tutor error integration timescale was longer than the matched value in [Equation (4)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $\tau_{\text{tutor}}\  > \ \tau_{\text{tutor}}^{\ast}$ learning was slowed down. [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} also shows that a certain amount of mismatch between the tutor error integration timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$ and the matched timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*}$ implied by the student plasticity rule is tolerated by the system. Interestingly, the diagonal band over which learning is effective in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} is roughly of constant width---note that the scale on both axes is logarithmic, so that this means that the tutor error integration timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$ has to be within a constant factor of the optimal timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*}$ for good learning. We also see that the breakdown in learning is more abrupt when $\tau_{\text{tutor}}\  < \ \tau_{\text{tutor}}^{\ast}$ than in the opposite regime.

An interesting feature of the results from [Figure 3C and D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} is that the difference in performance between matched and mismatched pairs becomes less pronounced for timescales shorter than about $100{ms}$. This is due to the fact that the plasticity rule ([Equation 1](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) implicitly smooths over timescales of the order of $\tau_{1,2}$, which in our simulations were equal to $\tau_{1} = {80{ms}}$, $\tau_{2} = {40{ms}}$. Thus, variations of the tutor signal on shorter timescales have little effect on learning. Using different values for the effective timescales $\tau_{1,2}$ describing the plasticity rule can increase or decrease the range of parameters over which learning is robust against tutor--student mismatches (see Appendix).

Robust learning with nonlinearities {#s2-4}
-----------------------------------

In the model above, firing rates for the tutor were allowed to grow as large as necessary to implement the most efficient learning. However, the firing rates of realistic neurons typically saturate at some fixed bound. To test the effects of this nonlinearity in the tutor, we passed the ideal tutor activity ([Equation 3](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) through a sigmoidal nonlinearity,$${{{\overset{\sim}{g}}_{j}{(t)}} = {\theta - {\rho{\tanh{\frac{\zeta}{\alpha - \beta}\frac{1}{\tau_{\text{tutor}}}}}{\int_{0}^{t}{\epsilon_{j}{(t^{\prime})}e^{- {{({t - t^{\prime}})}/\tau_{\text{tutor}}}}dt^{\prime}}}}}}.$$

where $2\rho$ is the range of firing rates. We typically chose $\theta = \rho = {80{Hz}}$ to constrain the rates to the range 0--160 Hz ([@bib41]; [@bib14]). Learning slowed down with this change ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and online [Video 3](#media3){ref-type="other"}) as a result of the tutor firing rates saturating when the mismatch between the motor output and the target output was large. However, the accuracy of the final rendition was not affected by saturation in the tutor ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, inset). An interesting effect occurred when the firing rate constraint was imposed on a matched tutor with a long memory timescale. When this happened and the motor error was large, the tutor signal saturated and stopped growing in relation to the motor error before the end of the motor program. In the extreme case of very long integration timescales, learning became sequential: early features in the output were learned first, before later features were addressed, as in [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and online [Video 4](#media4){ref-type="other"}. This is reminiscent of the learning rule described in ([@bib28]).10.7554/eLife.20944.007Figure 4.Effects of adding a constraint on the tutor firing rate to the simulations.(**A**) Learning was slowed down by the firing rate constraint, but the accuracy of the final rendition stayed the same (inset, shown here for one of two simulated output channels). Here $\alpha = 0$, $\beta = {- 1}$, and $\tau_{\text{tutor}} = \tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*} = {40{ms}}$. (See online [Video 3](#media3){ref-type="other"}.) (**B**) Sequential learning occurred when the firing rate constraint was imposed on a matched tutor with a long memory scale. The plots show the evolution of the motor output for one of the two channels that were used in the simulation. Here $\alpha = 24$, $\beta = 23$, and $\tau_{\text{tutor}} = \tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*} = {1000{ms}}$. (See online [Video 4](#media4){ref-type="other"}.).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.007](10.7554/eLife.20944.007)Video 3.Effects of adding a constraint on tutor firing rates on the evolution of motor output during learning in a rate-based simulation.The plasticity rule here was rate-based ($\alpha = 0$). This video relates to [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.008](10.7554/eLife.20944.008)10.7554/eLife.20944.008Video 4.Evolution of motor output showing sequential learning in a rate-based simulation when the firing rate constraint is imposed on a tutor with a long memory timescale.This video relates to [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.009](10.7554/eLife.20944.009)10.7554/eLife.20944.009

Nonlinearities can similarly affect the activities of student neurons. Our model can be readily extended to describe efficient learning even in this case. The key result is that for efficient learning to occur, the synaptic plasticity rule should depend not just on the tutor and conductor, but also on the activity of the postsynaptic student neurons (details in Appendix). Such dependence on postsynaptic activity is commonly seen in experiments ([@bib6]; [@bib5]).

The relation between student neuron activations $s_{j}{(t)}$ and motor outputs $y_{a}{(t)}$ ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) is in general also nonlinear. Compared to the linear assumption that we used, the effect of a monotonic nonlinearity, $y_{a} = {N_{a}{({\sum_{j}{M_{aj}s_{j}}})}}$, with $N_{a}$ an increasing function, is similar to modifying the loss function $L$, and does not significantly change our results (see Appendix). We also checked that imposing a rectification constraint that conductor--student weights $W_{ij}$ must be positive does not modify our results either (see Appendix). This shows that our model continues to work with biologically realistic synapses that cannot change sign from excitatory to inhibitory during learning.

Spiking neurons and birdsong {#s2-5}
----------------------------

To apply our model to vocal learning in birds, we extended our analysis to networks of spiking neurons. Juvenile songbirds produce a 'babble' that converges through learning to an adult song strongly resembling the tutor song. This is reflected in the song-aligned spiking patterns in pre-motor area RA, which become more stereotyped and cluster in shorter, better-defined bursts as the bird matures ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We tested whether our model could reproduce key statistics of spiking in RA over the course of song learning. In this context, our theory of efficient learning, derived in a rate-based scenario, predicts a specific relation between the teaching signal embedded in LMAN firing patterns, and the plasticity rule implemented in RA. We tested whether these predictions continued to hold in the spiking context.10.7554/eLife.20944.010Figure 5.Results from simulations in spiking neural networks.(**A**) Spike patterns recorded from zebra finch RA during song production, for a juvenile (top) and an adult (bottom). Each color corresponds to a single neuron, and the song-aligned spikes for six renditions of the song are shown. Adapted from [@bib42]. (**B**) Spike patterns from model student neurons in our simulations, for the untrained (top) and trained (bottom) models. The training used $\alpha = 1$, $\beta = 0$, and $\tau_{\text{tutor}} = {80{ms}}$, and ran for 600 iterations of the song. Each model neuron corresponds to a different output channel of the simulation. In this case, the targets for each channel were chosen to roughly approximate the time course observed in the neural recordings. (**C**) Progression of reproduction error in the spiking simulation as a function of the number of repetitions for the same conditions as in panel B. The inset shows the accuracy of reproduction in the trained model for one of the output channels. (See online [Video 5](#media5){ref-type="other"}.) (**D**) Effects of mismatch between student and tutor on reproduction accuracy in the spiking model. The heatmap shows the final reproduction error of the motor output after 1000 learning cycles in a spiking simulation where a student with parameters $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\tau_{1}$, and $\tau_{2}$ was paired with a tutor with memory timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$. On the $y$ axis, $\tau_{1}$ and $\tau_{2}$ were kept fixed at $80{ms}$ and $40{ms}$, respectively, while $\alpha$ and $\beta$ were varied (subject to the constraint ${\alpha - \beta} = 1$; see section \"Learning in a rate-based model\"). Different choices of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ lead to different optimal timescales $\tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*}$ according to [Equation (4)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The diagonal elements correspond to matched tutor and student, $\tau_{\text{tutor}} = \tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*}$. Note that the color scale is logarithmic.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.010](10.7554/eLife.20944.010)Video 5.Evolution of motor output during learning in a spiking simulation.The plasticity rule parameters were $\alpha = 1$, $\beta = 0$, and the tutor had a matching timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}} = \tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*} = {80{ms}}$. This video relates to [Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.011](10.7554/eLife.20944.011)10.7554/eLife.20944.011

Following the experiments of [@bib15], we modeled each neuron in HVC (the conductor) as firing one short, precisely timed burst of 5--6 spikes at a single moment in the motor program. Thus the population of HVC neurons produced a precise timebase for the song. LMAN (tutor) neurons are known to have highly variable firing patterns that facilitate experimentation, but also contain a corrective bias ([@bib2]). Thus we modeled LMAN as producing inhomogeneous Poisson spike trains with a time-dependent firing rate given by [Equation (5)](#equ5){ref-type="disp-formula"} in our model. Although biologically there are several LMAN neurons projecting to each RA neuron, we again simplified by 'summing' the LMAN inputs into a single, effective tutor neuron, similarly to the approach in ([@bib10]). The LMAN-RA synapses were modeled in a current-based approach as a mixture of AMPA and NMDA receptors, following the songbird data ([@bib14]; [@bib34]). The initial weights for all synapses were tuned to produce RA firing patterns resembling juvenile birds ([@bib42]), subject to constraints from direct measurements in slice recordings ([@bib14]) (see Materials and methods for details, and [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} for a comparison between neural recordings and spiking in our model). In contrast to the constant inhibitory bias that we used in our rate-based simulations, for the spiking simulations we chose an activity-dependent global inhibition for RA neurons. We also tested that a constant bias produced similar results (see Appendix).

Synaptic strength updates followed the same two-timescale dynamics that was used in the rate-based models ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The firing rates $c_{i}{(t)}$ and $g_{j}{(t)}$ that appear in the plasticity equation were calculated in the spiking model by filtering the spike trains from conductor and tutor neurons with exponential kernels. The synaptic weights were constrained to be non-negative. (See Materials and methods for details.)

As long as the tutor error integration timescale was not too large, learning proceeded effectively when the tutor error integration timescale and the student plasticity rule were matched (see [Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and online [Video 5](#media5){ref-type="other"}), with mismatches slowing down or abolishing learning, just as in our rate-based study (compare [Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} with [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The rate of learning and the accuracy of the trained state were lower in the spiking model compared to the rate-based model. The lower accuracy arises because the tutor neurons fire stochastically, unlike the deterministic neurons used in the rate-based simulations. The stochastic nature of the tutor firing also led to a decrease in learning accuracy as the tutor error integration timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$ increased ([Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This happens through two related effects: (1) the signal-to-noise ratio in the tutor guiding signal decreases as $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$ increases once the tutor error integration timescale is longer than the duration $T$ of the motor program (see Appendix); and (2) the fluctuations in the conductor--student weights lead to some weights getting clamped at 0 due to the positivity constraint, which leads to the motor program overshooting the target (see Appendix). The latter effect can be reduced by either allowing for negative weights, or changing the motor output to a push-pull architecture in which some student neurons enhance the output while others inhibit it. The signal-to-noise ratio effect can be attenuated by increasing the gain of the tutor signal, which inhibits early learning, but improves the quality of the guiding signal in the latter stages of the learning process. It is also worth emphasizing that these effects only become relevant once the tutor error integration timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$ becomes significantly longer than the duration of the motor program, $T$, which for a birdsong motif would be around 1 s.

Spiking in our model tends to be a little more regular than that in the recordings (compare [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This could be due to sources of noise that are present in the brain which we did not model. One detail that our model does not capture is the fact that many LMAN spikes occur in bursts, while in our simulation LMAN firing is Poisson. Bursts are more likely to produce spikes in downstream RA neurons particularly because of the NMDA dynamics, and thus a bursty LMAN will be more effective at injecting variability into RA ([@bib23]). Small inaccuracies in aligning the recorded spikes to the song are also likely to contribute apparent variability between renditions in experiments. Indeed, some of the variability in [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} looks like it could be due to time warping and global time shifts that were not fully corrected.

Robust learning with credit assignment errors {#s2-6}
---------------------------------------------

The calculation of the tutor output in our rule involved estimating the motor error $\epsilon_{j}$ from [Equation (2)](#equ2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. This required knowledge of the assignment between student activities and motor output, which in our model was represented by the matrix $M_{aj}$ ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In our simulations, we typically chose an assignment in which each student neuron contributed to a single output channel, mimicking the empirical findings for neurons in bird RA. Mathematically, this implies that each column of $M_{aj}$ contained a single non-zero element. In [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, we show what happened in the rate-based model when the tutor incorrectly assigned a certain fraction of the neurons to the wrong output. Specifically, we considered two output channels, $y_{1}$ and $y_{2}$, with half of the student neurons contributing only to $y_{1}$ and the other half contributing only to $y_{2}$. We then scrambled a fraction $\rho$ of this assignment when calculating the motor error, so that the tutor effectively had an imperfect knowledge of the student--output relation. [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows that learning is robust to this kind of mis-assignment even for fairly large values of the error fraction $\rho$ up to about 40%, but quickly deteriorates as this fraction approaches 50%.10.7554/eLife.20944.012Figure 6.Credit assignment and reinforcement learning.(**A**) Effects of credit mis-assignment on learning in a rate-based simulation. Here, the system learned output sequences for two independent channels. The student--output weights $M_{aj}$ were chosen so that the tutor wrongly assigned a fraction of student neurons to an output channel different from the one it actually mapped to. The graph shows how the accuracy of the motor output after 1000 learning steps depended on the fraction of mis-assigned credit. (**B**) Learning curve and trained motor output (inset) for one of the channels showing two-stage reinforcement-based learning for the memory-less tutor ($\tau_{\text{tutor}} = 0$). The accuracy of the trained model is as good as in the case where the tutor was assumed to have a perfect model of the student--output relation. However, the speed of learning is reduced. (See online [Video 6](#media6){ref-type="other"}.) (**C**) Learning curve and trained motor output (inset) for one of the output channels showing two-stage reinforcement-based learning when the tutor circuit needs to integrate information about the motor error on a certain timescale. Again, learning was slow, but the accuracy of the trained state was unchanged. (See online [Video 7](#media7){ref-type="other"}.) (**D**) Evolution of the average number of HVC inputs per RA neuron with learning in a reinforcement example. Synapses were considered pruned if they admitted a current smaller than 1 nA after a pre-synaptic spike in our simulations.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.012](10.7554/eLife.20944.012)Video 6.Evolution of motor output during learning in a spiking simulation with a reinforcement-based tutor.Here the tutor was memory-less ($\tau_{\text{tutor}} = 0$). This video relates to [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.013](10.7554/eLife.20944.013)10.7554/eLife.20944.013Video 7.Evolution of motor output during learning in a spiking simulation with a reinforcement-based tutor.Here the tutor needed to integrate information about the motor error on a timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}} = {440{ms}}$. This video relates to [Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.014](10.7554/eLife.20944.014)10.7554/eLife.20944.014

Due to environmental factors that affect development of different individuals in different ways, it is unlikely that the student--output mapping can be innate. As such, the tutor circuit must learn the mapping. Indeed, it is known that LMAN in the bird receives an indirect evaluation signal *via* Area X, which might be used to effect this learning ([@bib2]; [@bib13]; [@bib19]; [@bib24]). One way in which this can be achieved is through a reinforcement paradigm. We thus considered a learning rule where the tutor circuit receives a reward signal that enables it to infer the student--output mapping. In general the output of the tutor circuit should depend on an integral of the motor error, as in [Equation (3)](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, to best instruct the student. For simplicity, we start with the memory-less case, $\tau_{\text{tutor}} = 0$, in which only the instantaneous value of the motor error is reflected in the tutor signal; we then show how to generalize this for $\tau_{\text{tutor}}\  > \ 0$.

As before, we took the tutor neurons to fire Poisson spikes with time-dependent rates $f_{j}{(t)}$, which were initialized arbitrarily. Because of stochastic fluctuations, the actual tutor activity on any given trial, $g_{j}{(t)}$, differs somewhat from the average, ${\overline{g}}_{j}{(t)}$. Denoting the difference by ${\xi_{j}{(t)}} = {{g_{j}{(t)}} - {{\overline{g}}_{j}{(t)}}}$, the update rule for the tutor firing rates was given by$${{\Delta f_{j}{(t)}} = {\eta_{\text{tutor}}{({{R{(t)}} - \overline{R}})}\xi_{j}{(t)}}},$$

where $\eta_{\text{tutor}}$ is a learning rate, $R{(t)}$ is the instantaneous reward signal, and $\overline{R}$ is its average over recent renditions of the motor program. In our implementation, $\overline{R}$ is obtained by convolving $R{(t)}$ with an exponential kernel (timescale = 1 s). The reward $R{(t_{\text{max}})}$ at the end of one rendition becomes the baseline at the start of the next rendition $R{(0)}$. The baseline ${\overline{g}}_{j}{(t)}$ of the tutor activity is calculated by averaging over recent renditions of the song with exponentially decaying weights (one $e$-fold of decay for every five renditions). Further implementation details are available in our code at <https://github.com/ttesileanu/twostagelearning> ([@bib35]) (with a copy archived at <https://github.com/elifesciences-publications/twostagelearning>). 

The intuition behind this rule is that, whenever a fluctuation in the tutor activity leads to better-than-average reward ($R(t)\  > \ \overline{R}$), the tutor firing rate changes in the direction of the fluctuation for subsequent trials, 'freezing in' the improvement. Conversely, the firing rate moves away from the directions in which fluctuations tend to reduce the reward.

To test our learning rule, we ran simulations using this reinforcement strategy and found that learning again converges to an accurate rendition of the target output ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, inset and online [Video 6](#media6){ref-type="other"}). The number of repetitions needed for training is greatly increased compared to the case in which the credit assignment is assumed known by the tutor circuit (compare [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} to [Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This is because the tutor needs to use many training rounds for experimentation before it can guide conductor--student plasticity. The rate of learning in our model is similar to the songbird (*i.e.,* order $10\, 000$ repetitions for learning, given that a zebra finch typically sings about 1000 repetitions of its song each day, and takes about one month to fully develop adult song).

Because of the extra training time needed for the tutor to adapt its signal, the motor output in our reward-based simulations tends to initially overshoot the target (leading to the kink in the error at around 2000 repetitions in [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the subsequent reduction in output that leads to convergence of the motor program, combined with the positivity constraint on the synaptic strengths, leads to many conductor--student connections being pruned ([Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This mirrors experiments on songbirds, where the number of connections between HVC and RA first increases with learning and then decreases ([@bib14]).

The reinforcement rule described above responds only to instantaneous values of the reward signal and tutor firing rate fluctuations. In general, effective learning requires that the tutor keep a memory trace of its activity over a timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}\  > \ 0$, as in [Equation (4)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}. To achieve this in the reinforcement paradigm, we can use a simple generalization of [Equation (6)](#equ6){ref-type="disp-formula"} where the update rule is filtered over the tutor memory timescale:$${{\Delta f_{j}{(t)}} = {\eta_{\text{tutor}}\frac{1}{\tau_{\text{tutor}}}{\int^{t}{dt^{\prime}{({{R{(t^{\prime})}} - \overline{R}})}\xi_{j}{(t^{\prime})}e^{- {{({t - t^{\prime}})}/\tau_{\text{tutor}}}}}}}}.$$

We tested that this rule leads to effective learning when paired with the corresponding student, *i.e.,* one for which [Equation (4)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"} is obeyed ([Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and online [Video 7](#media7){ref-type="other"}).

The reinforcement rules proposed here are related to the learning rules from ([@bib11]; [@bib10]) and ([@bib8]). However, those models focused on learning in a single pass, instead of the two-stage architecture that we studied. In particular, in [@bib10], area LMAN was assumed to generate pure Poisson noise and reinforcement learning took place at the HVC--RA synapses. In our model, which is in better agreement with recent evidence regarding the roles of RA and LMAN in birdsong ([@bib2]), reinforcement learning first takes place in the anterior forebrain pathway (AFP), for which LMAN is the output. A reward-independent heterosynaptic plasticity rule then solidifies the information in RA.

In our simulations, tutor neurons fire Poisson spikes with specific time-dependent rates which change during learning. The timecourse of the firing rates in each repetition must then be stored somewhere in the brain. In fact, in the songbird, there are indirect projections from HVC to LMAN, going through the basal ganglia (Area X) and the dorso-lateral division of the medial thalamus (DLM) in the anterior forebrain pathway ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib29]). These synapses could store the required time-dependence of the tutor firing rates. In addition, the same synapses can provide the timebase input that would ensure synchrony between LMAN firing and RA output, as necessary for learning. Our reinforcement learning rule for the tutor area, [Equation (6)](#equ6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, can be viewed as an effective model for plasticity in the projections between HVC, Area X, DLM, and LMAN, as in [@bib9]. In this picture, the indirect HVC--LMAN connections behave somewhat like the 'hedonistic synapses' from [@bib31], though we use a simpler synaptic model here. Implementing the integral from [Equation (7)](#equ7){ref-type="disp-formula"} would require further recurrent circuitry in LMAN which is beyond the scope of this paper, but would be interesting to investigate in future work.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

We built a two-stage model of learning in which one area (the student) learns to generate a patterned motor output under guidance from a tutor area. This architecture is inspired by the song system of zebra finches, where area LMAN provides a corrective bias to the song that is then consolidated in the HVC--RA synapses. Using an approach rooted in the efficient coding literature, we showed analytically that, in a simple model, the tutor output that is most likely to lead to effective learning by the student involves an integral over the recent magnitude of the motor error. We found that efficiency requires that the timescale for this integral should be related to the synaptic plasticity rule used by the student. Using simulations, we tested our findings in more general settings. In particular, we demonstrated that tutor-student matching is important for learning in a spiking-neuron model constructed to reproduce spiking patterns similar to those measured in zebra finches. Learning in this model changes the spiking statistics of student neurons in realistic ways, for example, by producing more bursty, stereotyped firing events as learning progresses. Finally, we showed how the tutor can build its error-correcting signal by means of reinforcement learning.

If the birdsong system supports efficient learning, our model can predict the temporal structure of the firing patterns of RA-projecting LMAN neurons, given the plasticity rule implemented at the HVC--RA synapses. These predictions can be directly tested by recordings from LMAN neurons in singing birds, assuming that a good measure of motor error is available, and that we can estimate how the neurons contribute to this error. Moreover, recordings from a tutor circuit, such as LMAN, could be combined with a measure of motor error to infer the plasticity rule in a downstream student circuit, such as RA. This could be compared with direct measurements of the plasticity rule obtained in slice. Conversely, knowledge of the student plasticity rule could be used to predict the time-dependence of tutor firing rates. According to our model, the firing rate should reflect the integral of the motor error with the timescale predicted by the model. A different approach would be to artificially tutor RA by stimulating LMAN neurons electrically or optogenetically. We would predict that if the tutor signal is delivered appropriately (*e.g.,* in conjunction with a particular syllable \[[@bib36]\]), then the premotor bias produced by the stimulation should become incorporated into the motor pathway faster when the timescale of the artificial LMAN signal is properly matched to the RA synaptic plasticity rule.

Our model can be applied more generally to other systems in the brain exhibiting two-stage learning, such as motor learning in mammals. If the plasticity mechanisms in these systems are different from those in songbirds, our predictions for the structure of the guiding signal will vary correspondingly. This would allow a further test of our model of 'efficient learning' in the brain. It is worth pointing out that our model was derived assuming a certain hierarchy among the timescales that model the student plasticity and the tutor signal. A mismatch between the model predictions and observations could also imply a breakdown of these approximations, rather than failure of the hypothesis that the particular system under study evolved to support efficient learning. Of course our analysis could be extended by relaxing these assumptions, for example by keeping more terms in the Taylor expansion that we used in our derivation of the matched tutor signal.

Applied to birdsong, our model is best seen as a mechanism for learning song syllables. The ordering of syllables in song motifs seems to have a second level of control within HVC and perhaps beyond ([@bib3]; [@bib16]). Songs can also be distorted by warping their timebase through changes in HVC firing without alterations of the HVC--RA connectivity ([@bib1]). In view of these phenomena, it would be interesting to incorporate our model into a larger hierarchical framework in which the sequencing and temporal structure of the syllables are also learned. A model of transitions between syllables can be found in [@bib7], where the authors use a 'weight perturbation' optimization scheme in which each HVC--RA synaptic weight is perturbed individually. We did not follow this approach because there is no plausible mechanism for LMAN to provide separate guidance to each HVC--RA synapse; in particular, there are not enough LMAN neurons ([@bib10]).

In this paper we assumed a two-stage architecture for learning, inspired by birdsong. An interesting question is whether and under what conditions such an architecture is more effective than a single-step model. Possibly, having two stages is better when a single tutor area is responsible for training several different dedicated controllers, as is likely the case in motor learning. It would then be beneficial to have an area that can learn arbitrary behaviors, perhaps at the cost of using more resources and having slower reaction times, along with the ability to transfer these behaviors into low-level circuitry that is only capable of producing stereotyped motor programs. The question then arises whether having more than two levels in this hierarchy could be useful, what the other levels might do, and whether such hierarchical learning systems are implemented in the brain.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Equations for rate-based model {#s4-1}
------------------------------

The basic equations we used for describing our rate-based model ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) are the following:$$\begin{matrix}
{y_{a}(t)} & {= \sum\limits_{j}M_{aj}s_{j}(t)\,,} \\
{s_{j}(t)} & {= \sum\limits_{i}W_{ij}c_{i}(t) + wg_{j}(t) - x_{\text{inh}}\,.} \\
\end{matrix}$$

In simulations, we further filtered the output using an exponential kernel,$${\overset{\sim}{y}}_{a}(t) = \sum\limits_{j}M_{aj}\int_{0}^{t}s_{j}(t^{\prime})\, e^{- (t - t^{\prime})/\tau_{\text{out}}}\, dt^{\prime}\,,$$

with a timescale $\tau_{\text{out}}$ that we typically set to 25 ms. The smoothing produces more realistic outputs by mimicking the relatively slow reaction time of real muscles, and stabilizes learning by filtering out high-frequency components of the motor output. The latter interfere with learning because of the delay between the effect of conductor activity on synaptic strengths *vs.* motor output. This delay is of the order $\tau_{1,2} - \tau_{\text{out}}$ (see the plasticity rule below).

The conductor activity in the rate-based model is modeled after songbird HVC ([@bib15]): each neuron fires a single burst during the motor program. Each burst corresponds to a sharp increase of the firing rate $c_{i}{(t)}$ from 0 to a constant value, and then a decrease $10{ms}$ later. The activities of the different neurons are spread out to tile the whole duration of the output program. Other choices for the conductor activity also work, provided no patterns are repeated (see Appendix).

Mathematical description of plasticity rule {#s4-2}
-------------------------------------------

In our model the rate of change of the synaptic weights obeys a rule that depends on a filtered version of the conductor signal (see [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This is expressed mathematically as$${\frac{dW_{ij}}{dt} = {\eta{\overset{\sim}{c}}_{i}{(t)}{({{g_{j}{(t)}} - \theta})}}},$$

where $\eta$ is a learning rate and ${\overset{\sim}{c}}_{i} = {K*c_{i}}$, with the star representing convolution and $K$ being a filtering kernel. We considered a linear combination of two exponential kernels with timescales $\tau_{1}$ and $\tau_{2}$,$${{K{(t)}} = {{\alpha K_{1}{(t)}} - {\beta K_{2}{(t)}}}},$$

with $K_{i}{(t)}$ given by$$K_{i}(t) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\tau_{i}^{- 1}e^{- t/\tau_{i}}} & {{for}\,\, t \geq 0,} \\
0 & {else.} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$

Different choices for the kernels give similar results (see Appendix). The overall scale of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ can be absorbed into the learning rate $\eta$ in [Equation (10)](#equ10){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In our simulations, we fix ${\alpha - \beta} = 1$ and keep the learning rate constant as we change the plasticity rule (see [Equation 3](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

In the spiking simulations with and without reinforcement learning in the tutor circuit, the firing rates $c_{i}{(t)}$ and $g_{j}{(t)}$ were estimated by filtering spike trains with exponential kernels whose timescales were in the range $5{ms}$--$40{ms}$. The reinforcement studies typically required longer timescales for stability, possibly because of delays between conductor activity and reward signals.

Derivation of the matching tutor signal {#s4-3}
---------------------------------------

To find the tutor signal that provides the most effective teaching for the student, we first calculate how much synaptic weights change according to our plasticity rule, [Equation (10)](#equ10){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Then we require that this change matches the gradient descent direction. We have$${{\Delta W_{ij}} = {\int_{0}^{T}{\frac{dW_{ij}}{dt}dt}} = {\eta{\int_{0}^{T}{{\overset{\sim}{c}}_{i}{(t)}{({{g_{j}{(t)}} - \theta})}dt}}}}.$$

Because of the linearity assumptions in our model, it is sufficient to focus on a case in which each conductor neuron, $i$, fires a single short burst, at a time $t_{i}$. We write this as ${c_{i}{(t)}} = {\delta{({t - t_{i}})}}$, and so$${{\Delta W_{ij}} = {\int_{0}^{T}{\frac{dW_{ij}}{dt}dt}} = {\eta{\int_{0}^{T}{K{({t - t_{i}})}{({{g_{j}{(t)}} - \theta})}dt}}}},$$

where we used the definition of ${\overset{\sim}{c}}_{i}{(t)}$. If the time constants $\tau_{1}$, $\tau_{2}$ are short compared to the timescale on which the tutor input $g_{j}{(t)}$ varies, only the values of $g_{j}{(t)}$ around time $t_{i}$ will contribute to the integral. If we further assume that $T \gg t_{i}$, we can use a Taylor expansion of $g_{j}{(t)}$ around $t = t_{i}$ to perform the calculation:$$\begin{matrix}
{\Delta W_{ij}} & {\approx \eta\int_{t_{i}}^{\infty}K(t - t_{i})(g_{j}(t_{i}) - \theta + (t - t_{i})g_{j}^{\prime}(t_{i}))\, dt} \\
 & {= \eta(g_{j}(t_{i}) - \theta)\int_{0}^{\infty}K(t)\, dt + \eta g_{j}^{\prime}(t_{i})\int_{0}^{\infty}tK(t)\, dt} \\
 & {= \eta(g_{j}(t_{i}) - \theta)\int_{0}^{\infty}(\alpha K_{1}(t) - \beta K_{2}(t))\, dt + \eta g_{j}^{\prime}(t_{i})\int_{0}^{\infty}t\,(\alpha K_{1}(t) - \beta K_{2}(t))\, dt\,.} \\
\end{matrix}$$

Doing the integrals involving the exponential kernels $K_{1}$ and $K_{2}$, we get$${{\Delta W_{ij}} = {\eta\left\lbrack {{{({\alpha - \beta})}{({{g_{j}{(t_{i})}} - \theta})}} + {{({{\alpha\tau_{1}} - {\beta\tau_{2}}})}g_{j}^{\prime}{(t_{i})}}} \right\rbrack}}.$$

We would like this synaptic change to optimally reduce a measure of mismatch between the output and the desired target as measured by a loss function. A generic smooth loss function $L{({y_{a}{(t)}},{{\overline{y}}_{a}{(t)}})}$ can be quadratically approximated when $y_{a}$ is sufficiently close to the target ${\overline{y}}_{a}{(t)}$. With this in mind, we consider a quadratic loss$${L = {\frac{1}{2}{\sum\limits_{a}{\int_{0}^{T}{\left\lbrack {{y_{a}{(t)}} - {{\overline{y}}_{a}{(t)}}} \right\rbrack^{2}dt}}}}}.$$

The loss function would decrease monotonically during learning if synaptic weights changed in proportion to the negative gradient of $L$:$${{\Delta W_{ij}} = {- {\gamma\frac{\partial L}{\partial W_{ij}}}}},$$

where $\gamma$ is a learning rate. This implies$${{\Delta W_{ij}} = {- {\gamma{\sum\limits_{a}{\int_{0}^{T}{M_{aj}\left\lbrack {{y_{a}{(t)}} - {{\overline{y}}_{a}{(t)}}} \right\rbrack c_{i}{(t)}}}}}}}.$$

Using again ${c_{i}{(t)}} = {\delta{({t - t_{i}})}}$, we obtain$${{\Delta W_{ij}} = {- {\gamma\epsilon_{j}{(t_{i})}}}},$$

where we used the notation from [Equation (2)](#equ2){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the motor error at student neuron $j$.

We now set [Equations (16) and (20)](#equ16 equ20){ref-type="disp-formula"} equal to each other. If the conductor fires densely in time, we need the equality to hold for all times, and we thus get a differential equation for the tutor signal $g_{j}{(t)}$. This identifies the tutor signal that leads to gradient descent learning as a function of the motor error $\epsilon_{j}{(t)}$, [Equation (3)](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"} (with the notation $\zeta = {\gamma/\eta}$).

Spiking simulations {#s4-4}
-------------------

We used spiking models that were based on leaky integrate-and-fire neurons with current-based dynamics for the synaptic inputs. The magnitude of synaptic potentials generated by the conductor--student synapses was independent of the membrane potential, approximating AMPA receptor dynamics, while the synaptic inputs from the tutor to the student were based on a mixture of AMPA and NMDA dynamics. Specifically, the equations describing the dynamics of the spiking model were:$$\begin{matrix}
{\tau_{m}\frac{dV_{j}}{dt}} & {= (V_{R} - V_{j}) + R\,(I_{j}^{\text{AMPA}} + I_{j}^{\text{NMDA}}) - V_{\text{inh}}\,,\qquad{(except\ during\ refractory\ period)}} \\
\frac{dI_{j}^{\text{AMPA}}}{dt} & {= - \frac{I_{j}^{\text{AMPA}}}{\tau_{\text{AMPA}}} + \sum\limits_{i}W_{ij}\sum\limits_{k}\delta(t - t_{k}^{\text{~conductor\ \textbackslash\#}i}) + (1 - r)w\sum\limits_{k}\delta(t - t_{k}^{\text{tutor}})\,,} \\
\frac{dI_{j}^{\text{NMDA}}}{dt} & {= - \frac{I_{j}^{\text{NMDA}}}{\tau_{\text{NMDA}}} + rwG(V_{j})\sum\limits_{k}\delta(t - t_{k}^{\text{tutor}})\,,} \\
V_{\text{inh}} & {= \frac{g_{\text{inh}}}{N_{\text{~student}}}\sum\limits_{j}S_{j}(t)\,,} \\
\frac{dS_{j}}{dt} & {= - \frac{S_{j}}{\tau_{\text{inh}}} + \sum\limits_{k}\delta(t - t_{k}^{\text{student}})\,,} \\
{G(V)} & {= \left\lbrack {1 + \frac{\text{[Mg]}}{3.57\,{mM}}\exp( - V/16.13\,{mV})} \right\rbrack^{- 1}\,.} \\
\end{matrix}$$

Here $V_{j}$ is the membrane potential of the $j^{\text{th}}$ student neuron and $V_{R}$ is the resting potential, as well as the potential to which the membrane was reset after a spike. Spikes were registered whenever the membrane potential went above a threshold $V_{\text{th}}$, after which a refractory period $\tau_{\text{ref}}$ ensued. Apart from excitatory AMPA and NMDA inputs modeled by the $I_{j}^{\text{AMPA}}$ and $I_{j}^{\text{NMDA}}$ variables in our model, we also included a global inhibitory signal $V_{\text{inh}}$ which is proportional to the overall activity of student neurons averaged over a timescale $\tau_{\text{inh}}$. The averaging is performed using the auxiliary variables $S_{j}$ which are convolutions of student spike trains with an exponential kernel. These can be thought of as a simple model for the activities of inhibitory interneurons in the student.

[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} gives the values of the parameters we used in the simulations. These values were chosen to match the firing statistics of neurons in bird RA, as described below.10.7554/eLife.20944.015Table 1.Values for parameters used in the spiking simulations.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.015](10.7554/eLife.20944.015)ParameterSymbolValueParameterSymbolValueNo. of conductor neurons$300$No. of student neurons$80$Reset potential$V_{R}$$- {72.3{mV}}$Input resistance$R$$353M\Omega$Threshold potential$V_{\text{th}}$$- {48.6{mV}}$Strength of inhibition$g_{\text{inh}}$$1.80{mV}$Membrane time constant$\tau_{m}$$24.5{ms}$Fraction NMDA receptors$r$$0.9$Refractory period$\tau_{\text{ref}}$$1.1{ms}$Strength of synapses from tutor$w$$100{nA}$AMPA time constant$\tau_{\text{AMPA}}$$6.3{ms}$No. of conductor synapses per student neuron$148$NMDA time constant$\tau_{\text{NMDA}}$$81.5{ms}$Mean strength of synapses from conductor$32.6{nA}$Time constant for global inhibition$\tau_{\text{inh}}$$20{ms}$Standard deviation of conductor--student weights$17.4{nA}$Conductor firing rate during bursts$632{Hz}$

The voltage dynamics for conductor and tutor neurons was not simulated explicitly. Instead, each conductor neuron was assumed to fire a burst at a fixed time during the simulation. The onset of each burst had additive timing jitter of $\pm {0.3{ms}}$ and each spike in the burst had a jitter of $\pm {0.2{ms}}$. This modeled the uncertainty in spike times that is observed in *in vivo* recordings in birdsong ([@bib15]). Tutor neurons fired Poisson spikes with a time-dependent firing rate that was set as described in the main text.

The initial connectivity between conductor and student neurons was chosen to be sparse (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The initial distribution of synaptic weights was log-normal, matching experimentally measured values for zebra finches ([@bib14]). Since these measurements are done in the slice, the absolute number of HVC synapses per RA neuron is likely to have been underestimated. The number of conductor--student synapses we start with in our simulations is thus chosen to be higher than the value reported in that paper (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), and is allowed to change during learning. We checked that the learning paradigm described here is robust to substantial changes in these parameters, but we have chosen values that are faithful to birdsong experiments and which are thus able to imitate the RA spiking statistics during song.

The synapses projecting onto each student neuron from the tutor have a weight that is fixed during our simulations reflecting the finding in [@bib14] that the average strength of LMAN--RA synapses for zebra finches does not change with age. There is some evidence that individual LMAN--RA synapses undergo plasticity concurrently with the HVC--RA synapses ([@bib27]) but we did not seek to model this effect. There are also developmental changes in the kinetics of NMDA-mediated synaptic currents in both HVC--RA and LMAN--RA synapses which we do not model ([@bib34]). These, however, happen early in development, and thus are unlikely to have an effect on song crystallization, which is what our model focuses on. [@bib34] also observed changes in the relative contribution of NMDA to AMPA responses in the HVC--RA synapses. We do not incorporate such effects in our model since we do not explicitly model the dynamics of HVC neurons in this paper. However, this is an interesting avenue for future work, especially since there is evidence that area HVC can also contribute to learning, in particular in relation to the temporal structure of song ([@bib1]).

Matching spiking statistics with experimental data {#s4-5}
--------------------------------------------------

We used an optimization technique to choose parameters to maximize the similarity between the statistics of spiking in our simulations and the firing statistics observed in neural recordings from the songbird. The comparison was based on several descriptive statistics: the average firing rate; the coefficient of variation and skewness of the distribution of inter-spike intervals; the frequency and average duration of bursts; and the firing rate during bursts. For calculating these statistics, bursts were defined to start if the firing rate went above 80 Hz and last until the rate decreased below 40 Hz.

To carry out such optimizations in the stochastic context of our simulations, we used an evolutionary algorithm---the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) ([@bib17]). The objective function was based on the relative error between the simulation statistics $x_{i}^{\text{sim}}$ and the observed statistics $x_{i}^{\text{obs}}$,$${\text{error} = \left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{i}\left( {\frac{x_{i}^{\text{sim}}}{x_{i}^{\text{obs}}} - 1} \right)^{2}} \right\rbrack^{1/2}}.$$

Equal weight was placed on optimizing the firing statistics in the juvenile (based on a recording from a 43 dph bird) and optimizing firing in the adult (based on a recording from a 160 dph bird). In this optimization there was no learning between the juvenile and adult stages. We simply required that the number of HVC synapses per RA neuron, and the mean and standard deviation of the corresponding synaptic weights were in the ranges seen in the juvenile and adult by [@bib14]. The optimization was carried out in Python (RRID:[SCR_008394](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_008394)), using code from <https://www.lri.fr/~hansen/cmaes_inmatlab.html>. The results fixed the parameter choices in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} which were then used to study our learning paradigm. While these choices are important for achieving firing statistics that are similar to those seen in recordings from the bird, our learning paradigm is robust to large variations in the parameters in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

Software and data {#s4-6}
-----------------

We used custom-built Python (RRID:[SCR_008394](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_008394)) code for simulations and data analysis. The software and data that we used can be accessed online on GitHub (RRID:[SCR_002630](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_002630)) at <https://github.com/ttesileanu/twostagelearning>.
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Effect of nonlinearities {#s18}
========================

We can generalize the model from [Equation (8)](#equ8){ref-type="disp-formula"} by using a nonlinear transfer function from student activities to motor output, and a nonlinear activation function for student neurons:$$\begin{matrix}
{y_{a}(t)} & {= N_{a}(\sum\limits_{j}M_{aj}s_{j}(t))\,,} \\
{s_{j}(t)} & {= F(\sum\limits_{i}W_{ij}c_{i}(t) + wg_{j}(t) - x_{\text{inh}})\,.} \\
\end{matrix}$$

Suppose further that we use a general loss function,$${L = {\int_{0}^{T}{\mathcal{L}\left( {\{{{y_{a}{(t)}} - {{\overline{y}}_{a}{(t)}}}\}} \right)dt}}}.$$

Following the same argument as that from section \"Derivation of the matching tutor signal\", the gradient descent condition, [Equation (18)](#equ18){ref-type="disp-formula"}, implies$$\Delta W_{ij} = - \gamma\int_{0}^{T}\sum\limits_{a}M_{aj}N_{a}^{\prime}F^{\prime}c_{i}(t)\left. \frac{\partial\mathcal{L}}{\partial y_{a}} \right|_{y_{a}(t) - {\overline{y}}_{a}(t)}\,.$$

The departure from the quadratic loss function, $\mathcal{L} \neq {\frac{1}{2}{\sum_{a}{({{y_{a}{(t)}} - {{\overline{y}}_{a}{(t)}}})}^{2}}}$, and the nonlinearities in the output, $N_{a}$, have the effect of redefining the motor error,$$\epsilon_{j}(t) = \sum\limits_{a}M_{aj}N_{a}^{\prime}\left. \frac{\partial\mathcal{L}}{\partial y_{a}} \right|_{y_{a}(t) - {\overline{y}}_{a}(t)}\,.$$

A proper loss function will be such that the derivatives ${\partial\mathcal{L}}/{\partial y_{a}}$ vanish when ${y_{a}{(t)}} = {{\overline{y}}_{a}{(t)}}$, and so the motor error $\epsilon_{j}$ as defined here is zero when the rendition is perfect, as expected. If we use a tutor that ignores the nonlinearities in a nonlinear system, *i.e.,* if we use [Equation (2)](#equ2){ref-type="disp-formula"} instead of [Equation (26)](#equ26){ref-type="disp-formula"} to calculate the tutor signal that is plugged into [Equation (3)](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we still expect successful learning provided that $N_{a}^{\prime}\  > \ 0$ and that $\mathcal{L}$ is itself an increasing function of $|y_{a} - {\overline{y}}_{a}|$ (see section \"Effect of different output functions\"). This is because replacing [Equation (26)](#equ26){ref-type="disp-formula"} with [Equation (2)](#equ2){ref-type="disp-formula"} would affect the magnitude of the motor error without significantly changing its direction. In more complicated scenarios, if the transfer function to the output is not monotonic, there is the potential that using [Equation (2)](#equ2){ref-type="disp-formula"} would push the system away from convergence instead of towards it. In such a case, an adaptive mechanism, such as the reinforcement rules from [Equations (6) or (7)](#equ7){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be used to adapt to the local values of the derivatives $N_{a}^{\prime}$ and ${\partial\mathcal{L}}/{\partial y_{a}}$.

Finally, the nonlinear activation function $F$ introduces a dependence on the student output $s_{j}{(t)}$ in [Equation (25)](#equ25){ref-type="disp-formula"}, since $F^{\prime}$ is evaluated at $F^{- 1}{({s_{j}{(t)}})}$. To obtain a good match between the student and the tutor in this context, we can modify the student plasticity rule ([Equation 10](#equ10){ref-type="disp-formula"}) by adding a dependence on the postsynaptic activity,$${\frac{dW_{ij}}{dt} = {\eta{\overset{\sim}{c}}_{i}{(t)}{({{g_{j}{(t)}} - \theta})}F^{\prime}{({F^{- 1}{({s_{j}{(t)}})}})}}}.$$

In general, synaptic plasticity has been observed to indeed depend on postsynaptic activity ([@bib5]; [@bib6]). Our derivation suggests that the effectiveness of learning could be improved by tuning this dependence of synaptic change on postsynaptic activity to the activation function of postsynaptic neurons, according to [Equation (27)](#equ27){ref-type="disp-formula"}. It would be interesting to check whether such tuning occurs in real neurons.

Effect of different output functions {#s19}
====================================

In the main text, we assumed a linear mapping between student activities and motor output. Moreover, we assumed a myotopic organization, in which each student neuron projected to a single muscle, leading to a student--output assignment matrix $M_{aj}$ in which each column had a single non-zero entry. We also assumed that student neurons only contributed additively to the outputs, with no inhibitory activity. Here we show that our results hold for other choices of student--output mappings.

For example, assume a push-pull architecture, in which half of the student neurons controlling one output are excitatory and half are inhibitory. This can be used to decouple the overall firing rate in the student from the magnitude of the outputs. Learning works just as effectively as in the case of the purely additive student--output mapping when using matched tutors, [Appendix 1---figures 1A and 1B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The consequences of mismatching student and tutor circuits are also not significantly changed, [Appendix 1---figures 1C and 1D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}.

We can also consider nonlinear mappings between the student activity and the final output. If there is a monotonic output nonlinearity, as in [Equation (23)](#equ23){ref-type="disp-formula"} with $N_{a}^{\prime}\  > \ 0$, the tutor signal derived for the linear case, [Equation (3)](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, can still achieve convergence, though at a slower rate and with a somewhat lower accuracy (see [Appendix 1---figure 1E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} for the case of a sigmoidal nonlinearity). For non-monotonic nonlinearities, the direction from which the optimum is approached can be crucial, as learning can get stuck in local minima of the loss function (we thank Josh Gold for this observation). Studying this might provide an interesting avenue to test whether learning in songbirds is based on a gradient descent-type rule or on a more sophisticated optimization technique.10.7554/eLife.20944.016Appendix 1---figure 1.Robustness of learning.(**A**) Error trace showing how average motor error evolves with repetitions of the motor program for rate-based plasticity paired with a matching tutor, when the student--output mapping has a push-pull architecture. The inset shows the final motor output (thick red line) compared to the target output (dotted black line). The output on the first rendition and at two other stages of learning are also shown. (**B**) The error trace and final motor output shown for timing-based plasticity matched by a tutor with a long integration timescale. (**C**) Effects of mismatch between student and tutor on reproduction accuracy when using a push-pull architecture for the student--output mapping. The heatmap shows the final reproduction error of the motor output after 1000 learning cycles when a student with plasticity parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ is paired with a tutor with memory timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$. Here $\tau_{1} = {80{ms}}$ and $\tau_{2} = {40{ms}}$. (**D**) Error evolution curves as a function of the mismatch between student and tutor. Each plot shows how the error in the motor program changes during 1000 learning cycles for the same conditions as those shown in the heatmap. The region shaded in light pink shows simulations where the mismatch between student and tutor leads to a deteriorating instead of improving performance during learning. (**E**) Convergence in the rate-based model with a linear-nonlinear controller that uses a sigmoidal nonlinearity. (**F**) Convergence in the spiking model when inhibition is constant instead of activity-dependent ($V_{\text{inh}} = \text{constant}$).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.016](10.7554/eLife.20944.016)

Different inhibition models {#s20}
===========================

In the spiking model, we used an activity-dependent inhibitory signal that was proportional to the average student activity. Using a constant inhibition instead, $V_{\text{inh}} = \text{constant}$, does not significantly change the results: see [Appendix 1---figure 1F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} for an example.

Effect of changing plasticity kernels {#s21}
=====================================

In the main text, we used exponential kernels with $\tau_{1} = {80{ms}}$ and $\tau_{2} = {40{ms}}$ for the smoothing of the conductor signal that enters the synaptic plasticity rule, [Equation (10)](#equ10){ref-type="disp-formula"}. We can generalize this in two ways: we can use different timescales $\tau_{1}$, $\tau_{2}$, or we can use a different functional form for the kernels. (Note that in the main text we showed the effects of varying the parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ in the plasticity rule, while the timescales $\tau_{1}$ and $\tau_{2}$ were kept fixed.)

The values for the timescales $\tau_{1,2}$ were chosen to roughly match the shape of the plasticity curve measured in slices of zebra finch RA ([@bib27]) (see [Figure 1C and D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The main predictions of our model, that learning is most effective when the tutor signal is matched to the student plasticity rule, and that large mismatches between tutor and student lead to impaired learning, hold well when the student timescales change: see [Appendix 1---figure 2A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} for the case when $\tau_{1} = {20{ms}}$ and $\tau_{2} = {10{ms}}$. In the main text we saw that the negative effects of tutor--student mismatch diminish for timescales that are shorter than $\sim \tau_{1,2}$. In [Appendix 1---figure 2A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, the range of timescales where a precise matching is not essential becomes very small because the student timescales are short.10.7554/eLife.20944.017Appendix 1---figure 2.Effect of changing conductor smoothing kernels in the plasticity rule.(**A**) Matrix showing learning accuracy when using different timescales for the student plasticity rule. Each entry in the heatmap shows the average rendition error after 1000 learning steps when pairing a tutor with timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$ with a non-matched student. Here the kernels are exponential, with timescales $\tau_{1} = {20{ms}}$, $\tau_{2} = {10{ms}}$. (**B**) Evolution of motor error with learning using kernels $\sim e^{- {t/\tau}}$ and $\sim {te^{- {t/\tau}}}$, instead of the two exponentials used in the main text. The tutor signal is as before, [Equation (3)](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The inset shows the final output for the trained model, for one of the two output channels. Learning is as effective and fast as before.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.017](10.7554/eLife.20944.017)

Another generalization of our plasticity rule can be obtained by changing the functional form of the kernels used to smooth the conductor input. As an example, suppose $K_{2}$ is kept exponential, while $K_{1}$ is replaced by$${\overline{K}}_{1}(t) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\frac{1}{{\overline{\tau}}_{1}^{2}}\, te^{- t/{\overline{\tau}}_{1}}} & {{for}\ t \geq 0,} \\
0 & \text{else.} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$

An example of learning using an STDP rule based on kernels ${\overline{K}}_{1}$ and $K_{2}$ where ${\overline{\tau}}_{1} = \tau_{2}$ is shown in [Appendix 1---figure 2B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. The matching tutor has the same form as before, [Equation (3)](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"} with timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}} = \tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*}$ given by [Equation (4)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, but with $\tau_{1} = {2{\overline{\tau}}_{1}} = {2\tau_{2}}$. We can see that learning is as effective as in the case of purely exponential kernels.

More general conductor patterns {#s22}
===============================

In the main text, we have focused on a conductor whose activity matches that observed in area HVC of songbirds ([@bib15]): each neuron fires a single burst during the motor program. Our model, however, is not restricted to this case. We generated alternative conductor patterns by using arbitrarily-placed bursts of activity, as in [Appendix 1---figure 3A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. The model converges to a good rendition of the target program, [Appendix 1---figure 3B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. Learning is harder in this case because many conductor neurons can be active at the same time, and the weight updates affect not only the output of the system at the current position in the motor program, but also at all the other positions where the conductor neurons fire. This is in contrast to the HVC-like conductor, where each neuron fires at a single point in the motor program, and thus the effect of weight updates is better localized. More generally, simulations show that the sparser the conductor firing, the faster the convergence (data not shown). The accuracy of the final rendition of the motor program ([Appendix 1---figure 3B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, inset) is also not as good as before.10.7554/eLife.20944.018Appendix 1---figure 3.Learning with arbitrary conductor activity.(**A**). Typical activity of conductor neurons. 20 of the 100 neurons included in the simulation are shown. The activity pattern is chosen so that about 10% of the neurons are active at any given time. The pattern is chosen randomly but is fixed during learning. Each conductor burst lasts $30{ms}$. (**B**) Convergence curve and final rendition of the motor program (in inset). Learning included two output channels but the final output is shown for only one of them.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.018](10.7554/eLife.20944.018)

Edge effects {#s23}
============

In our derivation of the matching tutor rule, we assumed that the system has enough time to integrate all the synaptic weight changes from [Equation (10)](#equ10){ref-type="disp-formula"}. However, some of these changes occur tens or hundreds of milliseconds after the inputs that generated them, due to the timescales used in the plasticity kernel. Since our simulations are only run for a finite amount of time, there will in general be edge effects, where periods of the motor program towards the end of the simulations will have difficulty converging. To offset such numerical issues, we ran the simulations for a few hundred milliseconds longer than the duration of the motor program, and ignored the data from this extra period. Our simulations typically run for $600{ms}$, and the time reserved for relaxation after the end of the program was set to $1200{ms}$. The long relaxation time was chosen to allow for cases where the tutor was chosen to have a very long memory timescale.

Parameter optimization for reproducing juvenile and adult spiking statistics {#s24}
============================================================================

We set the parameters in our simulations to reproduce spiking statistics from recordings in zebra finch RA as closely as possible. [Appendix 1---figure 4](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows how the distribution of summary statistics obtained from 50 runs of the simulation compares to the distributions calculated from recordings in birds at various developmental stages. Each plot shows a standard box and whisker plot superimposed over a kernel-density estimate of the distribution of a given summary statistic, either over simulation runs or over recordings from birds at various stages of song learning. We ran two sets of simulations, one for a bird with juvenile-like connectivity between HVC and RA, and one with adult-like connectivity (see Materials and methods). In these simulations there was no learning to match the timecourse of songs---the goal was simply to identify parameters that lead to birdsong-like firing statistics.10.7554/eLife.20944.019Appendix 1---figure 4.Violin plots showing how the spiking statistics from our simulation compared to the statistics obtained from neural recordings.Each violin shows a kernel-density estimate of the distribution that a particular summary statistic had in either several runs of a simulation, or in several recordings from behaving birds. The circle and the box within each violin show the median and the interquartile range.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20944.019](10.7554/eLife.20944.019)

The qualitative match between our simulations and recordings is good, but the simulations are less variable than the measurements. This may be due to sources of variability that we have ignored---for example, all our simulated neurons had exactly the same membrane time constants, refractory periods, and threshold potentials, which is not the case for real neurons. Another reason might be that in our simulations, all the runs were performed for the same network, while the measurements are from different cells in different birds.

Effect of spiking stochasticity on learning {#s25}
===========================================

As pointed out in the main text, learning is affected in the spiking simulations when the tutor error integration timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$ becomes very long. More specifically, two distinct effects occur. First, the fluctuations in the motor output increase, leading to a poorer match to the shape of the target motor program. And second, the whole output gets shifted up, towards higher muscle activation values. Both of these effects can be traced back to the stochasticity of the tutor signal.

In the spiking simulations, tutor neurons are assumed to fire Poisson spikes following a time-dependent firing rate that obeys [Equation (5)](#equ5){ref-type="disp-formula"}. By the nature of the Poisson process, the tutor output in this case will contain fluctuations around the mean, ${g{(t)}} \sim {{\overline{g}{(t)}} + {\xi{(t)}}}$. Recall that the scale of $g{(t)}$ is set by the threshold $\theta$ and thus, since this is a Poisson process, so is the scale of the variability $\xi{(t)}$.

As long as the tutor error integration timescale is not very long, $g{(t)}$ roughly corresponds to a smoothed version of the motor error $\epsilon{(t)}$ (*cf.* [Equation 5](#equ5){ref-type="disp-formula"}). However, as $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$ grows past the duration $T$ of the motor program, the exponential term in [Equation (5)](#equ5){ref-type="disp-formula"} becomes essentially constant, leading to a tutor signal $\overline{g}{(t)}$ whose departures from the center value $\theta$ decrease in proportion to the timescale $\tau_{\text{tutor}}$. As far as the student is concerned, the relevant signal is ${g{(t)}} - \theta$ ([Equation 1](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and thus, when $\tau_{\text{tutor}}\  > \ T$, the signal-to-noise ratio in the tutor guiding signal starts to decrease as $1/\tau_{\text{tutor}}$. This ultimately leads to a very noisy rendition of the target program. One way to improve this would be to increase the gain factor $\zeta$ that controls the relation between the motor error and the tutor signal (see [Equation 5](#equ5){ref-type="disp-formula"}). This improves the ability of the system to converge onto its target in the late stages of learning. In the early stages of learning, however, this could lead to saturation problems. One way to fix this would be to use a variable gain factor $\zeta$ that ensures the whole range of tutor firing rates is used without generating too much saturation. This would be an interesting avenue for future research.

Reducing the fluctuations in the tutor signal also decreases the fluctuations in the conductor--student synaptic weights, which leads to fewer weights being clamped at 0 because of the positivity constraint. This reduces the shift between the learned motor program and the target. As mentioned in the main text, another approach to reducing or eliminating this shift is to allow for negative weights or (more realistically) to use a push-pull mechanism, in which the activity of some student neurons acts to increase muscle output, while the activity of other student neurons acts as an inhibition on muscle output.

Plasticity parameter values {#s26}
===========================

In the heatmaps that appear in many of the figures in the main text and in the supplementary information, we kept the timescales $\tau_{1}$ and $\tau_{2}$ constant while varying $\alpha$ and $\beta$ to modify the student plasticity rule. Since the overall scale of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ is inconsequential as it can be absorbed into the learning rate (as explained in the section \"Learning in a rate-based model\"), we imposed the further constraint ${\alpha - \beta} = 1$. This implies that we effectively focused on a one-parameter family of student plasticity rule, as identified by the value of $\alpha$ (and the corresponding value for $\beta = {\alpha - 1}$). In the figures, we expressed this instead in terms of the timescale of the optimally-matching tutor, $\tau_{\text{tutor}}^{*}$, as defined in [Equation (4)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Below we give the explicit values of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ that we used for each row in the heatmaps. These can be calculated by solving for $\alpha$ in [Equation (4)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, using $\beta = {\alpha - 1}$, and assuming that $\tau_{1} = {80{ms}}$ and $\tau_{2} = {40{ms}}$.
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Thank you for submitting your article \"Matching tutor to student: rules and mechanisms for efficient two-stage learning in neural circuits\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by two peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by Michael Frank as the Reviewing Editor and Andrew King as the Senior Editor. The reviewers have opted to remain anonymous.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

This is a careful and well-designed study of the role of the matching between plasticity rules and instructive signals for efficient learning in a two-stage model, wherein the reinforcement signal is processed by one circuit that in turn provides input to another circuit that drives the actual behavior. This is particularly applicable to recent detailed findings in the birdsong field. Several important results are laid out in the manuscript: (1) matching is important for fast learning, (2) matching is not as important when the tutor timescale is shorter than STDP timescales (3) similar results are obtained for rate-based or spiking-based models, (4) learning drives student neurons to become more bursty, (5) learning drives pruning of connections in spiking networks, and (6) sequential learning is obtained when the tutor memory is long.

Essential revisions:

All involved found the work to be of high quality and of broad interest to researchers in sensorimotor and reinforcement learning, as well as being of particular interest to those working on neural recording in the songbird brain.

1\) However, an invigorating consultation session among the reviewers was needed to get down to the bottom of whether some of the main modeling results were circular/trivial or not. It was determined that in fact they are not, and that rather some of them show that the model is robust to the precise form of the motor error. But the reason for this initial difference in opinion could be traced to a lack of clarity in the manuscript over the definition of tau_tutor. One reviewer originally understood it as the timescale over which the firing rate of the tutor neurons is modulated, which led to the conclusion that g(t) is constrained to have a timescale of tau_tutor, which would mean that the main finding that your results \"predict the temporal structure of the \[LMAN signal\] given a plasticity rule\" -- would be a trivial consequence of the plasticity rule....

However, as explained in a small sentence above Equation 1, what tau_tutor actually refers to is the timescale over which motor errors are integrated into the firing of tutor neurons. This definition of tau_tutor is specific to the Taylor series approximation taken in A.8 and hence, their matching results point to the robustness of the model. One way to summarize the finding is if you want to use an STDP rule in motor learning, you should convolve your motor error signal with a particular exponential smoothing function, with a particular timescale related to the plasticity rule, independent of the form of the motor error signal.

Another interesting observation is that their derivation for the timescale tau_tutor is not valid when tau_tutor is of a comparable magnitude to tau1 and tau2. Stated simply, they make an assumption in their derivation that tau_tutor \>\> tau1 and tau2. Therefore, they don\'t see clear matching in areas where this assumption is violated. A discussion of this in subsection "Match vs. unmatched learning" may also improve the readability of the paper.

The authors should comment on what they would conclude if one observed a different form for g(t) in the songbird brain. It\'s a subtle point -- a g(t) with the \\tau\^\* they predict would certainly shore up their theory, but one with a different form might mean either a) that their theory is wrong, or b) that their approximation (A.8) is wrong.

2\) Both reviewers strongly agreed that more is needed to motivate what the model predicts. In the Abstract and Discussion, a claim is made that the results presented here make clear and testable predictions for experimentalists. The manuscript would be greatly improved if this were made more explicit and specific. Indeed, explicitly connecting the model to falsifiable experimental predictions would make the difference between this being a paper of truly broad interest.

Perhaps the authors envision revealing the precise form of the plasticity rule by looking at the structure of the tutor signal. Perhaps they envision inferring the form of the motor error signal. Perhaps they will test coarser effects that result from this kind of tutor signal, like the progressive clumping of student responses into burst-like events during learning. If these predictions were laid out more clearly, concerns about what exactly is being claimed through the calculation in Appendix 3 would be ameliorated.

A couple of other suggestions for how the manuscript might be revised are given here:

-- The point \\α = \\β is the case that corresponds to the study by Mehaffey and Doupe, so a detailed discussion of the tutor \\tau\'s that yield reasonable learning in that part of parameter space would be useful. How big is the range of \\tau\_{tutor}\'s in that case? Does it span many orders of magnitude? How well does the model activity at these points align with real LMAN activity in the developing bird?

-- What precise features of the firing of LMAN neurons are predicted for the models that yield efficient learning and match known plasticity features? What should an experimentalist measure in their spike trains? Putting some numbers to the predictions would be great.

3\) One reviewer thought that [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} is not very convincing that learning is good only along the diagonal. It does not seem to matter at short timescales (which the authors discuss briefly), where performance is equivalent regardless of whether timescales are matched or unmatched (e.g. 10 ms vs 80 ms). But even at timescales \>80 ms, the performance does not seem strictly diagonal, and the asymptotic performance of the model is significantly worse than at shorter timescales. Therefore it seems like the two key findings -- timescale matching and the ability to learn -- do not coexist. The other reviewer noted that the error is on a log scale is very important here. There is a steep valley sloping towards the diagonal. The larger error reached at longer timescales was thus less worrisome. 3B shows that this amount of error doesn\'t stem from huge differences in the output time course. We would therefore like to ask the authors for another plot like B at yet longer timescales to see how and if things break down. Also, 250 iterations isn\'t that many in terms of number of renditions sung during development, and we might want to see what the error surface looks like after a few thousand. Finally, the paper does discuss the flattening of the valley at short timescales, but this could be expanded.

4\. It seems misleading to call τ1 and τ2 the timescales of synaptic plasticity of the student. They are simply timescales of two exponential kernels that are linearly combined to create the final filtering kernel. If the authors want to relate τ1 and τ2 to the timescales of synaptic plasticity, they should include a discussion of how and why they consider them to be related. In general it would be helpful if the authors are more clear in defining their variables through the paper -- especially since tau1 and tau2 are very different from tau_tutor.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled \"Rules and mechanisms for efficient two-stage learning in neural circuits\" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your revised article has been favorably evaluated by Andrew King (Senior editor), Reviewing editor Michael Frank, and one external reviewer.

The manuscript has been improved but there are some remaining issues that need to be addressed before acceptance, as outlined clearly by the reviewer below:

By and large we are happy with the changes the authors have made.

However, there are still a few important aspects of the paper that need to be significantly revised to improve clarity and address some issues of interpretation:

1\) The (qualitative) definition of tau_tutor could still be much clearer. When we first read the initial submission, we mistakenly thought that tau_tutor represented the timescale over which the firing rate of the tutor neurons is modulated, rather than (as is actually the case) the timescale over which motor errors are integrated into the firing of tutor neurons. Based on our comments from last time, the authors have somewhat clarified this, however this could still be more clear (in fact, I got confused in the same way reading the revised paper). We think this could be easily clarified with a couple of minor changes

a\) Just above Equation 4, revise to \"Moreover, for effective learning, the timescale t_tutor -- \*\*\*which quantifies the timescale on which error information is integrated into the tutor signal\*\*\* -- appearing in Equation 3...\" (or something similar).

b\) Be a bit more specific when talking about \"matching\". For example, the first sentence in 2.3 simply reads \"...when the tutor is matched to the student...\". I think it would be much better (especially for less quantitative readers) to explicitly state what is being matched by expanding this to read something like \"...when the \*\*\*timescale on which error information is integrated into the tutor signal (tau_tutor) is matched to the student plasticity rule\*\*\*...\".

c\) More generally, throughout the paper replace the term \"tutor timescale\" -- which many biologists will misinterpret as the timescale on which tutor activity varies -- with \"tutor error integration timescale\" or something like this.

2\) We appreciate the authors expanding the duration of simulations and range of timescales tested in the simulations shown in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. However, the authors should be more explicit (and consistent) in explaining how these simulations are conducted. My understanding is that in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, tau_1 and tau_2 are fixed at \[80 40\]msec, and to obtain a particular t_tutor\*, plasticity parameters α and β are adjusted for each simulation (subject to the constraint α-β=1). Provided this is correct, the fact that α and β were different for different simulations (i.e. for different squares in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) should be explicitly stated in the results text and/or legend to [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Similarly, as far as I can tell a similar approach (fix tau_1,2, vary α/β to get a particular tau_tutor\*) was used in the analysis shown in [Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. However, this is not made clear in the text/caption (I find the caption to 5D especially confusing). Authors should explicitly state the procedures for 5D and explain any differences in the general methods used in 3C. Furthermore, the authors should present (maybe as a supplemental figure) the values of α or β used for all simulations (e.g. a heatmap of α values to go along with [Figures 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

3\) The following is a somewhat subtle point, so I\'ll leave it up to the Authors to deal with as they see fit.

As noted above, tau_tutor is the timescale over which motor errors are integrated into the firing of tutor neurons. Furthermore, the various models (linear rate, spiking, etc.) can work over a big range of tau_tutors, say from 10ms-1280msec, as shown in [Figures 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. In the revised Discussion, the authors correctly assert that LMAN/tutor firing \"should reflect the integral of the motor error with the timescale predicted by the model\". The authors also correctly point out that we don\'t really know what the motor error signal looks like.

However -- a key physiological fact is that firing in the \"tutor\" brain area -- LMAN -- consists of both short bursts (\~15 msec duration) as well as single spikes whose overall rate varies much more slowly. So, although we don\'t know how fast the error signal varies, even if the error signal were a pulse that only lasted, say, 1 msec, it would affect the firing of the LMAN neuron on timescale tau_tutor -- e.g. over \>100 msec if tau_tutor=100. So, if I\'m getting this right, it seems implausible that a 15 msec burst in LMAN could possibly reflect motor error -- even an infinitely brief motor error -- if tau_tutor were longer than, say, 50 msec. The authors may want to discuss this issue, especially whether their model suggests that only slow changes in the rate of single-spikes, and not bursts, are carrying error information? I think that such an implication is both important for understanding the implications of the model and for guiding future work in the system.

Additionally, as indicated just below Equation 4, the model assumes that tau_tutor\>\>tau_1,2. In many simulations (definitely in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, also I think in [Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, see my question above), tau_1 and tau_2 have values of 40 and 80 msec, which are values derived from the Mehaffey and Doupe STDP paper. This would suggest that tau_tutor should be \>\>80 msec, and that cases with tau_tutor and tau_tutor\* less than this value (which make up a significant region of the parameter space shown in [Figures 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) are biologically implausible. This seems to me to be something the authors should address.

10.7554/eLife.20944.021

Author response

*Essential revisions:*

*All involved found the work to be of high quality and of broad interest to researchers in sensorimotor and reinforcement learning, as well as being of particular interest to those working on neural recording in the songbird brain.*

*1) However, an invigorating consultation session among the reviewers was needed to get down to the bottom of whether some of the main modeling results were circular/trivial or not. It was determined that in fact they are not, and that rather some of them show that the model is robust to the precise form of the motor error. But the reason for this initial difference in opinion could be traced to a lack of clarity in the manuscript over the definition of tau_tutor. One reviewer originally understood it as the timescale over which the firing rate of the tutor neurons is modulated, which led to the conclusion that g(t) is constrained to have a timescale of tau_tutor, which would mean that the main finding that your results \"predict the temporal structure of the \[LMAN signal\] given a plasticity rule\" -- would be a trivial consequence of the plasticity rule....*

*However, as explained in a small sentence above Equation 1, what tau_tutor actually refers to is the timescale over which motor errors are integrated into the firing of tutor neurons. This definition of tau_tutor is specific to the Taylor series approximation taken in A.8 and hence, their matching results point to the robustness of the model. One way to summarize the finding is if you want to use an STDP rule in motor learning, you should convolve your motor error signal with a particular exponential smoothing function, with a particular timescale related to the plasticity rule, independent of the form of the motor error signal.*

We are grateful for this suggestion. Indeed, upon re-reading we realized that the text could have been clearer on this point. Your suggested explanation is indeed clear and accurate and we have incorporated a version of this text below Equation 4.

*Another interesting observation is that their derivation for the timescale tau_tutor is not valid when tau_tutor is of a comparable magnitude to tau1 and tau2. Stated simply, they make an assumption in their derivation that tau_tutor \>\> tau1 and tau2. Therefore, they don\'t see clear matching in areas where this assumption is violated. A discussion of this in subsection "Match vs. unmatched learning" may also improve the readability of the paper.*

We have added a discussion of these assumptions in our derivation at the end of section "Learning in a rate-based model". Since the plasticity rule smooths conductor inputs over timescales of order tau_1 and tau_2, tutor signals that vary on shorter timescales do not have a strong effect on learning, justifying the approximation. It is also possible to improve the approximation we are making by including more terms in the Taylor expansion that we use in section A.3. We added a note about this in the Discussion.

*The authors should comment on what they would conclude if one observed a different form for g(t) in the songbird brain. It\'s a subtle point -- a g(t) with the \\tau\^\* they predict would certainly shore up their theory, but one with a different form might mean either a) that their theory is wrong, or b) that their approximation (A.8) is wrong.*

This is a very good point, and we thank the reviewers for encouraging us to discuss this issue. We added a few sentences pointing out these different ways of interpreting a potential mismatch between theory and experiment in this case (Discussion section). We have also mentioned that we could improve the approximation by going to the next order in the Taylor series expansion that we used to derive the matched tutor.

*2) Both reviewers strongly agreed that more is needed to motivate what the model predicts. In the Abstract and Discussion, a claim is made that the results presented here make clear and testable predictions for experimentalists. The manuscript would be greatly improved if this were made more explicit and specific. Indeed, explicitly connecting the model to falsifiable experimental predictions would make the difference between this being a paper of truly broad interest.*

*Perhaps the authors envision revealing the precise form of the plasticity rule by looking at the structure of the tutor signal. Perhaps they envision inferring the form of the motor error signal. Perhaps they will test coarser effects that result from this kind of tutor signal, like the progressive clumping of student responses into burst-like events during learning. If these predictions were laid out more clearly, concerns about what exactly is being claimed through the calculation in Appendix 3 would be ameliorated.*

Our model provides a general method for calculating the tutor signal needed by a student circuit during learning, under the assumption that the student and tutor circuits have evolved together to maximize learning efficiency. This can be used to make predictions in several ways, as we now explain in the Discussion: (a) we could use recordings from tutor neurons together with measurements of motor error to infer the student plasticity rule; (b) we could conversely use the plasticity rule with the motor error to predict tutor spiking statistics; (c) we could electrically or optogenetically stimulate tutor neurons and test whether the student learns as predicted by our model.

*A couple of other suggestions for how the manuscript might be revised are given here:*

*-- The point \\α = \\β is the case that corresponds to the study by Mehaffey and Doupe, so a detailed discussion of the tutor \\tau\'s that yield reasonable learning in that part of parameter space would be useful. How big is the range of \\tau\_{tutor}\'s in that case? Does it span many orders of magnitude? How well does the model activity at these points align with real LMAN activity in the developing bird?*

We added a comment about the range of tau_tutor's that allow effective learning to the bottom of section "Matched vs. unmatched learning". Because of the normalization we use, which sets α -- β = 1, we cannot directly address the question of what happens when α = β. However, the Mehaffey & Doupe data can be explained just as well using a plasticity model that has α large, α\>\>1, which would set α and β approximately equal to each other (leading to a large tau_tutor\^\*). This implies that the Mehaffey & Doupe case corresponds to the bottom part of the plots in [Figures 3C and D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

A precise comparison of LMAN activity and our model would require identifying the specific muscle group to which the recorded LMAN neurons refer, which is feasible but hasn\'t been done yet. The relation between the muscle activations and song features (such as pitch) would also have to be known -- again, this is possible in principle, but goes beyond the scope of our paper.

*-- What precise features of the firing of LMAN neurons are predicted for the models that yield efficient learning and match known plasticity features? What should an experimentalist measure in their spike trains? Putting some numbers to the predictions would be great.*

Our model can predict how the average firing rate of LMAN neurons should vary during song production, provided we have a good measure of motor error and can estimate how specific LMAN neurons contribute to this error. Measurements of the latter kind are necessary for making specific quantitative comparisons, which thus lie beyond the scope of the present paper. Please also see the response to question (2.1), and the revised Discussion.

*3) One reviewer thought that [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} is not very convincing that learning is good only along the diagonal. It does not seem to matter at short timescales (which the authors discuss briefly), where performance is equivalent regardless of whether timescales are matched or unmatched (e.g. 10 ms vs 80 ms). But even at timescales \>80 ms, the performance does not seem strictly diagonal, and the asymptotic performance of the model is significantly worse than at shorter timescales. Therefore it seems like the two key findings -- timescale matching and the ability to learn -- do not coexist. The other reviewer noted that the error is on a log scale is very important here. There is a steep valley sloping towards the diagonal. The larger error reached at longer timescales was thus less worrisome. 3B shows that this amount of error doesn\'t stem from huge differences in the output time course. We would therefore like to ask the authors for another plot like B at yet longer timescales to see how and if things break down. Also, 250 iterations isn\'t that many in terms of number of renditions sung during development, and we might want to see what the error surface looks like after a few thousand. Finally, the paper does discuss the flattening of the valley at short timescales, but this could be expanded.*

We updated the heatmaps extending the range of timescales. Note that the timescales are chosen in geometric progression, so the four bins we added to each row and column of the heatmap extended the maximum tutor timescale by a factor of 2\^4 = 16, to over 20 seconds. This is much longer than our typical simulation, which ran for about 1 second. We also ran the simulations for 1000 steps now instead of 250 in the previous version, and we used the same color scale throughout the paper to make it easier to make comparisons.

The new plots for the rate-based simulations show that both effective learning when the student matches the tutor, and impaired learning when there is a mismatch, persist even when the tutor timescales are very long. A more interesting effect occurs for the spiking simulations, where convergence breaks down for very long tutor memories. When the tutor timescale is significantly longer than the duration of the motor program, the tutor firing rates tend to stay close to the threshold theta. In the spiking case, the fluctuations due to Poisson spiking introduce noise in the tutor guiding signal, and this noise is more damaging to learning the less the tutor rates vary. This is one of the reasons for the failure in convergence in spiking simulations when the tutor timescale is very long. Another issue is related to the constraint that requires conductor-student synaptic weights to be positive. A consequence of this constraint is that negative fluctuations in the synaptic weights (which happen due to the stochasticity of the tutor signal) are sometimes clamped (when the weights reach zero), and so there is a net positive trend on the weights. This leads to a residual positive shift in the motor program that does not go away with learning.

Both effects can be reduced -- increasing the gain that relates the motor error to the tutor signal reduces the effect of the fluctuations, and using a push-pull mechanism in which student neurons can either act to increase or decrease muscle activity effectively eliminates the residual shift in the motor program.

In the first version of the manuscript we had chosen to keep the tutor timescales in a range that didn't significantly exceed the typical duration of the motor program, both because that seems to be the more relevant scenario (longer memory timescales do not have enough time to take full effect during the motor program), and to avoid the complications discussed above. We now included a discussion of these issues in section "Spiking neurons and birdsong", and in the Supplementary Information, in section "Effect of spiking stochasticity on learning".

*4. It seems misleading to call τ1 and τ2 the timescales of synaptic plasticity of the student. They are simply timescales of two exponential kernels that are linearly combined to create the final filtering kernel. If the authors want to relate τ1 and τ2 to the timescales of synaptic plasticity, they should include a discussion of how and why they consider them to be related. In general it would be helpful if the authors are more clear in defining their variables through the paper -- especially since tau1 and tau2 are very different from tau_tutor.*

Indeed, we did not mean to imply that tau_1 and tau_2 are directly related to particular details of the plasticity mechanism, such as the duration it takes for plasticity to occur. In our model, tau_1 and tau_2 are simply two parameters that allow us to fit the observed dynamics of synaptic plasticity in some cases. We extended the description of our rule in section "Learning in a rate-based model" to make this clearer, and also to emphasize the relation between our rule and standard STDP rules. Rather than referring to these parameters as "plasticity timescales", we now call them "student timescales". We also added the equation defining the plasticity rule to subsection "Learning in a rate-based model" (Equation 1) to avoid confusion regarding the meaning of the different parameters used by the plasticity rule. We further adopted the notation tau_tutor to refer to the exponential kernel used to convolve the motor error in defining the tutor signal (Equation 2), and tau_tutor\^\* to refer to the timescale matched to a particular student.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

*However, there are still a few important aspects of the paper that need to be significantly revised to improve clarity and address some issues of interpretation:*

*1) The (qualitative) definition of tau_tutor could still be much clearer. When we first read the initial submission, we mistakenly thought that tau_tutor represented the timescale over which the firing rate of the tutor neurons is modulated, rather than (as is actually the case) the timescale over which motor errors are integrated into the firing of tutor neurons. Based on our comments from last time, the authors have somewhat clarified this, however this could still be more clear (in fact, I got confused in the same way reading the revised paper). We think this could be easily clarified with a couple of minor changes*

*a) Just above Equation 4, revise to \"Moreover, for effective learning, the timescale t_tutor -- \*\*\*which quantifies the timescale on which error information is integrated into the tutor signal\*\*\* -- appearing in Equation 3...\" (or something similar).*

We added the suggested clarification above Equation 4.

*b) Be a bit more specific when talking about \"matching\". For example, the first sentence in 2.3 simply reads \"...when the tutor is matched to the student...\". I think it would be much better (especially for less quantitative readers) to explicitly state what is being matched by expanding this to read something like \"...when the \*\*\*timescale on which error information is integrated into the tutor signal (tau_tutor) is matched to the student plasticity rule\*\*\*...\".*

We added the extended explanation of the matching at the top of subsection "Matched vs. unmatched learning".

*c) More generally, throughout the paper replace the term \"tutor timescale\" -- which many biologists will misinterpret as the timescale on which tutor activity varies -- with \"tutor error integration timescale\" or something like this.*

We replaced the phrase "tutor timescale" by "tutor error integration timescale" throughout the manuscript.

*2) We appreciate the authors expanding the duration of simulations and range of timescales tested in the simulations shown in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. However, the authors should be more explicit (and consistent) in explaining how these simulations are conducted. My understanding is that in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, tau_1 and tau_2 are fixed at \[80 40\]msec, and to obtain a particular t_tutor\*, plasticity parameters α and β are adjusted for each simulation (subject to the constraint α-β=1). Provided this is correct, the fact that α and β were different for different simulations (i.e. for different squares in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) should be explicitly stated in the results text and/or legend to [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Similarly, as far as I can tell a similar approach (fix tau_1,2, vary α/β to get a particular tau_tutor\*) was used in the analysis shown in [Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. However, this is not made clear in the text/caption (I find the caption to 5D especially confusing). Authors should explicitly state the procedures for 5D and explain any differences in the general methods used in 3C. Furthermore, the authors should present (maybe as a supplemental figure) the values of α or β used for all simulations (e.g. a heatmap of α values to go along with [Figures 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).*

Indeed, as the referee states, for the heatmaps the timescales tau_1 and tau_2 are kept fixed while α and β are varied, while keeping α-β = 1. This was already explained in the text in the Results section. In addition, we followed the referee's suggestions and explicitly stated this again in the captions of [Figures 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. We further added a more detailed description of the values of α and β that we used in the supplementary information.

*3) The following is a somewhat subtle point, so I\'ll leave it up to the Authors to deal with as they see fit.*

*As noted above, tau_tutor is the timescale over which motor errors are integrated into the firing of tutor neurons. Furthermore, the various models (linear rate, spiking, etc.) can work over a big range of tau_tutors, say from 10ms-1280msec, as shown in [Figures 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. In the revised Discussion, the authors correctly assert that LMAN/tutor firing \"should reflect the integral of the motor error with the timescale predicted by the model\". The authors also correctly point out that we don\'t really know what the motor error signal looks like.*

*However -- a key physiological fact is that firing in the \"tutor\" brain area -- LMAN -- consists of both short bursts (\~15 msec duration) as well as single spikes whose overall rate varies much more slowly. So, although we don\'t know how fast the error signal varies, even if the error signal were a pulse that only lasted, say, 1 msec, it would affect the firing of the LMAN neuron on timescale tau_tutor -- e.g. over \>100 msec if tau_tutor=100. So, if I\'m getting this right, it seems implausible that a 15 msec burst in LMAN could possibly reflect motor error -- even an infinitely brief motor error -- if tau_tutor were longer than, say, 50 msec. The authors may want to discuss this issue, especially whether their model suggests that only slow changes in the rate of single-spikes, and not bursts, are carrying error information? I think that such an implication is both important for understanding the implications of the model and for guiding future work in the system.*

If we have understood this comment correctly, the referee is asking whether variations of the LMAN signal over short timescales are informative about motor error when tau_tutor is long. While it is true that the timing of a single spike or short burst in any given trial is noisy and thus cannot hold precise information about rapid variations in the motor error, we assume that the effects of learning are averaged over many repetitions of the motor program. In this sense, learning ends up depending on average firing rates and not on the precise moments when spikes or bursts occur. Recordings suggest that the average firing rates are similar for spikes and bursts (Kao, Wright and Doupe, 2008). It is also true that short pulses in the error signal get convolved with an exponential decay with timescale tau_tutor in the tutor signal. However, a student circuit that is matched to the tutor circuit effectively performs the appropriate deconvolution to pick out the faster variations of the motor error even from slowly-varying tutor signals. This is assured by our matching condition from Equation 4, and is demonstrated by the results of our spiking simulations.

For the purposes of this manuscript, we chose to not explicitly take into account how the tutor signal is split between isolated spikes and bursts. This is because we focused on the effects from average tutor firing rates, which are independent of this distinction, and also because our model is applicable to systems other than the vocal production mechanism in songbirds, where the precise balance between isolated spiking and bursting may be different. It would nevertheless be very interesting to study the way in which tutor bursting affects learning in a model such as ours. We hope to look into these topics in future work.

Additionally, as indicated just below Equation 4, the model assumes that tau_tutor\>\>tau_1,2. In many simulations (definitely in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, also I think in [Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, see my question above), tau_1 and tau_2 have values of 40 and 80 msec, which are values derived from the Mehaffey and Doupe STDP paper. This would suggest that tau_tutor should be \>\>80 msec, and that cases with tau_tutor and tau_tutor\* less than this value (which make up a significant region of the parameter space shown in [Figures 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) are biologically implausible. This seems to me to be something the authors should address.

Indeed the values of tau_1 and tau_2 were chosen here to qualitatively match the STDP curve from Mehaffey and Doupe when the ratio of α and β is approximately equal to 1. However, our model applies more generally, and hence we explore a wider range of parameters. Our analysis also applies to systems where two-stage learning happens in which the student plasticity can be modeled with different values for these timescales, or with a different ratio of α and β. This is why we consider a wide range of values for these parameters in our simulations.

Further, although our analytical derivation relies on the assumption tau_tutor\>\>tau_1,2, this is simply an approximation needed to make the calculations tractable. By running the simulations in parameter ranges in which this and other assumptions of our derivation are not valid, we can check the robustness of our matching condition beyond the range in which the strict derivation held true. Indeed, we find that many of the assumptions can apparently be relaxed without affecting the matching condition (such as replacing the rate-based dynamics by spiking), while others are more rigid (such as the condition tau_tutor\>\>tau_1,2). We have added a paragraph explaining these points towards the beginning of subsection "Matched vs. unmatched learning".
